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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
In this thesis certain aspects of paramagnetic spin-spin relaxation have
been studied experimentally. A somewhat detailed introduction to these
investigations will be given in section 1 of chapter I. In addition, some
introductory remarks of a more general character will be given here,
especially for readers who are not so familiar with the topic.
Paramagnetic relaxation refers to the processes whereby the magnet
ization of a paramagnetic crystal tends to an equilibrium value when it has
initially a different value. The non-equilibrium state may arise as a conse
quence of a change of the external magnetic field applied to the crystal.
The relaxation processes can be divided into two groups: spin-spin relax
ation and spin-lattice relaxation. Spin-spin relaxation is connected with
the interactions (dipole-dipole and exchange) among the magnetic moments
(spins) of the ions, whereas spin-lattice relaxation is due to the interactions
between the spins and the lattice vibrations. Phenomenologically, these
two processes can well be distinguished in a number of paramagnetic
crystals at low temperatures, the respective relaxation times being widely
separated. Spin-spin relaxation occurs in times of 10~7 to 10~10 seconds,
which are in general independent of the temperature. Spin-lattice relax
ation requires much longer times, at least at low temperatures. This makes
it possible to study pure spin-spin relaxation.
The spin-spin relaxation times are too short and the effects would often
be too small for a direct observation of the variation of magnetization
with time after a change of the external field. Instead, the samples are
placed in a weak high frequency (h.f.) harmonically alternating magnetic
field, superimposed on a static magnetic field. Confining ourselves to iso
tropic materials, the varying part of the resulting magnetization is in the
same direction as the h.f. field and varies also harmonically with the same
frequency, but it may have a different phase. The in-phase component of
the magnetization is given by the susceptibility component % and is called
the high-frequency susceptibility, whereas the 90°-out-of-phase component
is described by
which is also called the absorption coefficient since it
gives rise to absorption of energy by the crystal from the h.f. field. The h.f.
magnetic field may be oriented parallel or perpendicular to the static field,
which distinction is not relevant if the static field is zero.
1

In the past, mainly two regions of frequencies have been investigated.
Several measurements of and %" have been carried out below 100 MHz,
under a variety of conditions regarding the applied static fields. Above
3000 MHz, a great deal of information has been obtained for the situation
involving static fields perpendicular to the alternating fields (paramagnetic
resonance studies). However, the intermediate region (100 to 3000 MHz)
has so far hardly been explored and it is the purpose of our present research
to obtain additional information on spin-spin relaxation from measurements
in this region.
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Ch a p t e r

I

SPIN-SPIN RELAXATION AND MAGNETIC
RESONANCES IN TWO COPPER TUTTON SALTS
S ynopsis

The real and imaginary components x' and x" of the paramagnetic susceptibilities
of CuCs2(S04)2.6H20 and Cu(NH4)2(S04)2. 6H 20 have been studied at frequencies
of 0.41, 1.21, 1.76 and 3.2 GHz. The powdered samples were placed in transmission
cavities (cf. Fig. 1 and 2) and nearly all measurements have been carried out at 20°K.
The accuracy of the absolute values is of the order of 5%.
The exchange interaction in the Cs Tutton salt is small while in the NH4 Tutton
salt (Table IV) it is of the same order as the dipole-dipole interaction. This leads to a
very different magnetic behaviour as may be seen from the figures 4—9, where %"
is given in perpendicular magnetic fields, and x" as well as x ' in parallel fields. In the
figures 10-13 the data obtained in some of the fields have been plotted as a function
of the frequency.
In zero field (Fig. 10 and 11) reasonably good agreement with Gauss curves is
found for the Cs Tutton salt. The high top value of x" and the negative values of x'
at high frequencies are striking. A line shape function (Form. 6) for intermediate
cases having the Gauss and Lorentz shapes as the two limits is proposed. The results
for the NH4 Tutton salt fit well with the shape function which is expected to apply
in view of the ratio of exchange to dipole-dipole interaction derived from the specific
heat of the spin system.
The decrease of width of the x " curve in a perpendicular field due to truncation of
the Hamiltonian of dipole-dipole interaction is observed for the Cs Tutton salt as
well as a weak absorption band at half the field H l of the Larmor resonance (Fig. 4).
The exchange narrowing of the Larmor resonance in the NH4 Tutton salt is observed
and, in accordance with the 10/3 factor, the width is found to decrease with increasing
field (Fig. 7).
In large parallel fields marked resonances at the Larmor frequency and the double
Larmor frequency (at constant frequency occurring at the Larmor field and half the
Larmor field) are observed in the Cs Tutton salt (Fig. 5, 6 and 13). The absolute values,
as well as the ratio of the intensities agree satisfactorily with the formulae taking the
hyperfine interaction of the copper nuclei into account, which have been developed
by C aspers.
On the whole good agreement is found with the theoretical expectations.

1. Introduction. In the first successful investigation1) on paramagnetic
relaxation, carried out on salts obeying Curie’s law in the absence of a
3

constant magnetic field at liquid hydrogen temperatures, the imaginary
part x" of the magnetic susceptibility was found to be proportional to the
frequency v and, just as the static susceptibility xo, inversely proportional
to the temperature T. In the expression

X" = xovp

( 1)

p'j2n was of the order of 10-9 seconds. Previously W aller 2) had already
predicted the occurrence of a relaxation time of this order of magnitude due
to the dipole-dipole magnetic interaction between the different magnetic
moments (spins) in the substance.
Later experiments 3), carried out in a constant magnetic field oriented
parallel to the high frequency magnetic field, revealed the existence of a
second phenomenon that could very well be described by a temperature de
pendent relaxation time p/2n which, at low temperatures, was often several
orders of magnitude longer than p'\2n. This relaxation time was identified
with that describing, according to W aller, the transfer of energy between
the spins and the heat waves in the substance 3) and is called the spinlattice relaxation time 4). At frequencies large compared with p-1 a constant
so-called adiabatic susceptibility Xad is found which is identical with the
static susceptibility in small parallel fields but which is considerably lower
in fields of the order of the field Ht on hjgfïp' characterizing the dipole-dipole
interaction between the spins, h being Planck’s constant, ft the Bohr
magneton and g the Landé *) factor 5)4). In very strong parallel fields xad
disappears. Exchange interaction leads to higher values of xad, which are
sometimes formally described by an increase of Hi above its dipole-dipole
value and, somewhat unexpectedly, leads also to an increase of p' connected
with the well known exchange narrowing of paramagnetic resonance in a
perpendicular field 6)7).
According to C asim ir and Du P ré ’s phenomenological description 8)
the system of magnetic spins is, at every moment, in internal equilibrium
at the frequencies concerned and so Xad is a property of that spin system.
In the present paper we do not investigate the spin-lattice relaxation,
but are concerned with the variations of the real part x! of the suscepti
bility at higher frequencies from the value of xad and with the corresponding
absorption coefficient x" ■
At relatively low frequencies where x' differs little from £ a d , only x"
can be measured accurately but the fact that generally (1) is obeyed is no
indication that at higher frequencies x! and x behave according to a re
laxation mechanism connected with the loss of internal equilibrium of the
spin system. They might just as well have a resonance character. The final
result must be anyhow that both x! and x ” disappear at extremely high
*) For non-free ions, L andé’s g is replaced by the spectroscopic splitting factor g (cf. for instance
referencell) in chapter II).
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frequencies. Generally we may expect x'lxo and x"lxo to be independent
of the temperature both for resonances and relaxations.
B r o e r 9) and Miss W r ig h t10) have made theoretical suggestions and
some computations about the behaviour of x! and x in the absence of an
external field and of electrical splittings, considering the influence of ex
change interaction. One may expect that x"lv behaves approximately in
accordance with a Gauss function in the absence of exchange interaction
between the spins and with a Debije (relaxation) function in case of very
strong exchange interaction.
The paramagnetic resonance in perpendicular fields is adequately de
scribed by the present theories as a broadened resonance 7).
A number of conflicting views 9)u ) have been presented on the behaviour
in parallel external fields H//. Recently C aspers has arrived at a series
of satisfactory conclusions concerning the susceptibility of isolated spin
systems for zero frequency 12)13) and has given a theory for the relaxation
with a Debije character to be expected for the case that the external field
is large compared with the internal fields14). This so-called K ronigB ouw kam p relaxation shifts rapidly to low frequencies with increasingH//.
In the absence of exchange interaction and for S < 3/2, x should decrease
in this region to f^aci; in case of strong exchange the decrease should be
larger. At higher frequencies two resonance bands of equal intensity should
occur for the case of S =
at the Larmor frequency g^H/i/h and at twice
that frequency.
At most a few incidental theoretical remarks have been made about the
influence of electrical splittings and on hyperfine interaction between spins
and nuclear moments. It is clear that electrical splittings will lead to
resonance phenomena in zero field and to related complications in parallel
as well as in perpendicular fields. Caspers 31) has made some theoretical
remarks and computations, in connection with our investigations, on the
influence of hyperfine interaction.
Experimental observations should be made in the region between the
radiowaves and the microwaves - roughly between 10 and 10000 MHz. In
order to avoid complications with spin-lattice relaxation phenomena the
measurements should be done at sufficiently low temperatures preferably
liquid hydrogen temperatures, where no complications yet occur because
of paramagnetic saturation in high fields or of nearby antiferromagnetic or
ferromagnetic transitions and where there is no danger to heat up the spin
system. A number of incidental observations have been made in Russia
and in the Netherlands 15)16). Recently a few preliminary results have been
published on data obtained at 1325 MHz 17).
In this chapter, results obtained on powdered Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H2O and
CuCs2(S04)2 • 6H20 at frequencies from 400 to 3000 MHz are given.
Many investigations on other magnetic properties of these well known
5

Tutton salts have been carried out. It is a simplifying circumstance that
S = J and that there are thus no electric Splittings. It is known that there
is a relatively weak exchange interaction in the Cs salt while that is much
stronger in the NH 4 s a lt18)19). Complicating factors are, however, the
magnetic anisotropy, the occurrence of two non-identical copper ions in
the unit cell and the considerable hyperfine interaction.
In section 2 the experimental set-up is described and discussed as well
as the method used to derive x'lx 0 and x"lx0 from the observations.
In section 3 the results are presented with a short discussion.
In the sections 4 and 5 the cases of zero field and large fields are discussed
also from a theoretical view point.
In the second chapter, somewhat less complete results will be presented
on a series of other paramagnetic salts.
2 . Experimental method. The sample is placed in the magnetic h.f. (high
frequency) field of a resonant cavity of the rectangular type, the inner
conductor being a strip, which is about A/4 long. We use three cavities,
each of them having a fixed strip-length. Two of these cavities are used at
only one frequency, respectively 0.41 and 3.2 GHz (A = 73 and 9.4 cm);
the third one is used at two frequencies (1.21 and 1.76 GHz), the lower
frequency being obtained by filling the cavity - besides the sample with polystyrene. Fig. 1 shows how the two 50 Q silvered coaxial lines are
coupled to the 3.2 GHz cavity at two places of its electrical h.f. field and also
where the sample is placed.
The magnetic absorption and dispersion coefficients x" and % are measured
by usual microwave techniques using a cavity in transmission. The measure
ments of x' enable us to express % and x" in units xo, the static susceptibility,
with a reasonable accuracy (about 5%). We shall now give some more
details about the experimental method.
Fig. 2 gives a block diagram of the experimental set-up. We use the
Rohde and Schwarz generators type SDR (0.30 up to 1.00 GHz) and type
SCR (1.00 up to 1.90 GHz). For our highest frequency (3.2 GHz) we used
a dump generator “AM type 41” with a klystron. The detector is a General
Radio type 874 VQ with a silicon crystal nr. 1N21B. Both the generator
and the detector are matched to the characteristic impedance of the coaxial
lines (50 Q). A possible mismatch is corrected with adjustable lines and
adjustable stubs (General Radio type 874). We have used unmodulated
signals and the resulting D.C. voltage V from the detector has been measured
by means of a Philips electronic D.C. microvoltmeter (type GM 6020).
The detector has been used in its square-law region [V < 10 mV).
We recall the following formulae, which describe how V depends on the
frequency v and via x'{H) and x"{H) on the external static field H. If we
denote the frequency at which V reaches its maximum by vT - the cavity6

resonance frequency - we have for V at a field H and a frequency v
VH(v) = VH(vt)l{ 1 + 4(v - rr)2 Qk 2/vr2}

(2)

Fig. 1. Vertical and horizontal cross sections of the 3.2 GHz cavity. St = strip.
S = sample, contained in a small polystyrene box, which is not indicated in the figure.
Sp = polystyrene spacer. C = the cover of the cavity, soldered with Woods metal.
The indicated distance %k = J c/v = 2.36 cm.

¥
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the experimental set-up. Gen. = generator. Cav. = cavity.
S = sample. Det. = crystal detector. V = electronic D.C. microvoltmeter. Pot. =
= potentiometer. Accu = 2 Volt accu. The greater part of the detector D.C. voltage
V can be compensated with the aid of the accu and the potentiometer in order to
measure small changes of V.

if Qh is sufficiently large [Qh ü 100) and if only a small frequency region
near vT is considered (|v— vr[ < Vt/Qh )- The quality factor Qh is defined by
7

energy stored in the cavity
Qh = 2jr ------------- ---------------;------------ ------------ .
energy loss per cycle in the whole system
The denominator contains the losses inside the cavity, including the magnetic
losses, as well as external losses passed on by the couplings.
It is well known that % vanishes in fields large compared to the total
internal field (including exchange fields) of the substance. If one denotes
these large fields by the symbol oo, one can write
{ V M I V h (vt)}1 = Q JQ h = 1 + 4nqQ^x"

(3)

in which %" is minus the imaginary part of the dimensionless volume
susceptibility *) at the field H and q is the filling factor defined by
q = f h2 dvl ƒ h2 dv,
sam ple

c a v ity

h being the amplitude of the h.f. field.
A change A%' in x causes a change Avr in vT, given by
Avt/vt = —2nqA% .

(4)

After measuring AvT, which can be read on a specially mounted microscale
on the generator, we derive qA%' from this formula (4). We obtain qQ^x"
by measuring V ^vt) and Vh {vt ), using formula (3). In order to obtain then
the absolute values of %'lxo and %"/%o we still have to determine qxo, x'lxo
at one value of H and finally Q^. This is done as follows. It is well known
that in the copper Tutton salts - and also in many other substances - x
vanishes in high parallel fields in our frequency-range because the spinlattice relaxation phenomena occur at much lower frequencies (if the
temperature is sufficiently low). In high perpendicular fields x equals %o
in our substances as follows from the K ram ers-K ro n ig relations for the case
that x" differs from zero only at very high frequencies. By measuring AvT
between the cases of large parallel and perpendicular fields one finds qxo
by application of (4), while x'lxo is known even for two values of H. (If one
is interested in the value of q itself, one should make use of the £0-value,
known from other experiments). Finally Q^ is determined by measuring V
as a function of v and applying formula (2).
Typical values of the quantities concerned are given in the following
example. Fig. 3 gives a measurement of x as a function of the parallel and
perpendicular fields. In this case our experiments yield 2nqxo = 1.15 X 10~4
(thus q = 0.17 since xo = I.O5 X 10-4 at 20.4°K) and for the absorption
in zero field we measure Foo/F f/=0 = 1.30o which gives 4JiqQooXn^o—
= 0.14o. The value of
is measured to be Q^ = 1.07 X 103 and from
these data we calculate Xh =oI%o = 0.57.
*) I f ra tio n a liz e d q u a n titie s y ’ are used, th e facto r An m u st be o m itted .
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Checks and some more details of the experimental method.
a) The square-law of the crystals has been checked by means of the cali
brated attenuators of the Rohde and Schwarz generators and at 3.2 GHz
by means of the adjustable attenuator General Radio type 874-GA. The
deviations from the square-law ratio’s proved to be < 3%.
b) Formula (2) can be rewritten as
{Vh {vt)IV h {v) — l}1 = 2Qh \v — vt \lvt .

(2a)

Measuring Vh (v) as a function of the frequency-microscale positions and
calculating the left hand term of equation (2a), we can check whether the
microscale readings are a linear function of the frequency. This proved to
be the case within about 5%.

O

H ^ 0.5

1.0

1.5

2,0

25

3.0

3.5

kO e

4.0

Fig. 3. The change Ax' in powdered Cu(NH4 ) 2 (SC>4 ) 2 . 6 H 2 C>as a function of the parallel
static field H// and the perpendicular static field H ± at v = 0.409 GHz and T = 20.4°K.
As indicated in the text the quantity plotted vertically equals x'/Xo- The dashed line
gives 1 — F = Xad/xo, which is used to derive x'/xad in hg- 9.

c) In some cases we measured, besides FM(vr), Vh (vr) and Qa0, also Qh .
The agreement between {F00(vr)/Fj?(»'r)}* and Q^/Qh in formula (3) proved
to be good.
d) The static field H has been oriented parallel or perpendicular to the
h.f. field as follows. In the case of a copper salt the static field Hhas been given
the Larmor-field value H L (Hl is defined by
= hv with g = 2.2 in
copper salt powders) and then this field has been rotated in a horizontal
plane. The direction of H at which the absorption reaches its minimum
value is assumed to be the direction in which H is as nearly as possible
parallel to the h.f. field. We used a CUCI2 . 2 H 2 O sample (powder) in order to
check the deviations from the parallelism, which might be due to a curvature
of the h.f. field lines. It is known that the large exchange field in copper
chloride causes a narrowing of the perpendicular-field Larmor line, but
broadens the parallel-field Larmor lines. Thus the remaining weak, narrowed,
9

absorption line, which we measured in the case of the best parallel orienta
tion, must be due to deviations from the parallelism. This r e m a i n i n g
absorption amounted to only 0.1 % of the perpendicular-field absorption at
1.76 GHz and 0.05% at 3.2 GHz. It is necessary that these deviations are
so small in order to obtain reliable measurements of the parallel-field Larmor
lines. These lines will be discussed in the sections 3 and 5.
e) With the same copper chloride sample we measured how %" at the
Larmor-field depends on the angle <p between the static field and the h.f.
field. x"(<P) proved to be proportional to sin2<p with an accuracy of about
3% of the ^"-values. This confirms that it is correct to use formula (3) for
calculating %” from the measured F-values.
/) When measuring with an empty cavity we still found small changes
of V{vT) and vr just above the limits of accuracy. Our measurements have
been corrected for these “empty-cavity” effects.
g) The following check can be performed to find out whether a change of
x' influences the measurements of x"■ It is to be expected that Ax' = %o
and Ax"=i 0 when turning a large field H from the parallel to the perpen
dicular orientation. V(yT) at large parallel fields proved to be slightly
(or not) different from V(vT) at large perpendicular fields.
h) A measured filling factor q was always in agreement with the rough
calculation of q, that can be made beforehand when the h.f. field pattern
of the cavity and the volume of the sample are known. A more accurate
check can be performed concerning the relative values of q with different
samples. The filling factors q should be proportional to the volumes of the
samples if they are put at about the same place in the cavity. This proportion
ality proved to be realised within the 5% accuracy, mentioned under b).
i) A direct check of the x"ixo-values can be obtained in cases of a narrow
perpendicular-field paramagnetic resonance line at the Larmor field H l.
In this case it will make little difference if we replace fo°(x" IXov) dr - which
has the theoretical value n/2 - by (I IH i) / HL_line (x"lxo) dH (see also formula
(16) in section 5). In several cases we calculated this latter integral from
our measurements by simply determining the area below the x'lxo versus H
graph. We did not find deviations from the theoretical value within the
limits of accuracy (5%).
ƒ) Usually x"lxo and x'lxo have been measured at 20.4°K only. In several
cases we also performed measurements at 77.3°K. In the copper Tutton
salts x' is too small for a measurement with reasonable accuracy at that
temperature but x" could be measured quite well and, using the filling factor
of the 20.4°K-measurement, ^"/xo-values could be calculated. They proved
not to differ from those at 20.4°K.
k) The high frequency power used is so low that the spin system is not
heated up. To check this we sometimes varied the h.f. power and did not
find any change of x" •
10

l) The relative values of the static magnetic field have been calibrated
by the ballistic galvanometer method, while the absolute values have been
determined with the DPPH resonance absorption line at different frequencies
ranging from 0.1 to 9 GHz. The inhomogeneity of the field amounts to
about 1% in our samples which is of no importance.
m) Finally we give some general remarks about our experimental ar
rangements. Realizing that measurements of %” and % as a function of the
frequency give more insight in the relaxation phenomena than those as a
function of the static field, we concentrated our attention, when setting
up our arrangements, rather on obtaining absolute values than on high
sensitivity. We intend to increase the number of frequencies in future.
Working with a number of circuits at different frequencies, it is efficient
to keep the single set-up simple. For this reason we have chosen the trans
mission method rather than the reflection method, the latter being more
complicated and cumbersome if absolute values of %' are required.
In order to obtain a sufficient sensitivity we aimed in the first place at
high filling factors in view of the ^'-measurements and secondly at a
sufficiently high quality factor. In order to meet the last mentioned re
quirement the couplings have been kept so weak that the external losses
do not exceed 10% of the cavity losses. Of course the detector signal should
not be reduced too much and detrimental direct coupling should be negligible
as can be checked at frequencies far away from the cavity resonance
frequency.
As mentioned, the accuracy of x'lxo and X”lxo is about 5%. The
accuracy is limited by the mentioned different kinds of random and system
atic errors, but at small susceptibilities certain absolute limits of the accuracy
are dominating. These absolute limits correspond to a lowest detectable
change qf the quality factor of 0.1% and a lowest observable relative
frequency change of 1 x lCH5. With 9 = 0.16 and
= 2.5 x 103 (typical
values) this corresponds to the volume susceptibilities y = 2 x 10~7 and
%' = 1 X 10-«.

3. Results. The results on x" and % in powdered CuCs2(S04)2.6H20
and powdered Cu(NH4)2 (S04)2. 6H20 are given in the figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
and 9. In order to avoid confusion it may be stressed that other figures in
this chapter only give the same experimental data, plotted in another way.
Describing the results, we start remarking that in zero field x"lXov(=
= (nj2kTXQ) f{y) ; see section 4) decreases monotonically with increasing
frequency.
In perpendicular fields (fig. 4 and 7) one finds at the higher frequencies
the well known paramagnetic resonance absorption line at the Larmor
field Hi, = hv/gf} with g tv 2.2 while in the case of CuCs2(S04)a.6H20
(fig. 4) at v = 3.178 GHz the weak second line at ^Hx, is partly resolved.
II

H

1000

1500

H

Oe

Fig. 4. x " lx o v in powdered CuCs2 (S0 4 )2 . 6 H 2 0 as a function of the perpendicular
static field H ± a t different frequencies.
O ^ 0.407 GHz, 20.4°K
A
1.761 GHz, 20.4°K
□ ^ 1.213 GHz, 20.4°K
0 =a= 3.178 GH z, 20.4°K
V ^ 3.178 GHz, 77.3°K

IOOO

1500 Oe

Fig. 5. x"lx*av a t 20.4°K in powdered CuCs2(S04)2-6H20 as a function of the parallel
static field H// a t different frequencies.
O = 0.407 GHz
A = 1.761 GHz
□ .A. 1.213 GHz
0 = 3.178 GHz
Xad = xo/{I + H2ll/(blc )} with (b/C)i = 215 Oe.
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H

I

In the case of the CuCs Tutton salt the line shapes have a more Gaussian
character compared with the lines of the CUNH4 Tutton salt which have
a more Lorentzian shape. In both salts the line width expressed in oersteds
decreases with increasing frequency which effect could only be more
pronounced in the hypothetical case of no anisotropy of g.

1 5 0 0 Oe

1000

Fig. 6; zVjtad at 20.4°K in powdered CuCs2(SC>4)2.6H20 as a function of the parallel
static field H// a t different frequencies.
O
0.407 GHz
a ^
1.761GHz
□ -£ 1.213 GHz
0
3.178 GHz
For jfad see fig. 5.

1000

1500

Oe

Fig- 7. x"/Xov in powdered Cu(NH4)2(SC>4)2.6H2O as a function of the perpendicular
static field H ± a t different frequencies.
O ^ 0.409 GHz, 20.4°K
a ^ 1.760 GHz, 20.4°K
0 ^ 3.167 GHz, 77.3°K
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In the case of parallel fields the total intensity faa{x"lxov) dr of the spinspin absorption - ss denotes the total spin-spin absorption frequency range
- is equal to (jr/2) %ad/%o- Therefore it is useful to plot x"lx»dv instead of
x “lx or when discussing the field-dependence of . We also plot x'lXaa- But

2000

1500

io o o

Fig. 8. z'/zadr at 20.4°K in powdered Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 as a function of the
parallel static field if// at different frequencies.
O ^ 0.409 GHz
A £ . 1.760 GHz
□ — 1.203 GHz
0 = 3.167 GHz
Zad = Zo/{l + H*„l(blC)} with (b/C)i = 390 Oe.

IOOO

1500

Oe

Fig. 9. z'/Zad at 20.4°K in powdered Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 as a function of the
parallel static field Hi/ at different frequencies.
O ^ 0.409 GHz
A ^ 1.760 GHz
□ ^ 1.203 GHz
0 ^ 3.167 GHz (only at H = 0)
For zad see fig. 8.

Zad < Xo as soon as H ,,2 > b/C and one should not be mislead with regard
to the accuracy of x"lxaav and x 'lx ad. which becomes poor in fields H //
> (b/C)*, as can be seen from the spread of the measuring points. Similarly
14

the spread in x"IXaAv increases with decreasing frequency. In xaa we have
used the bfC-values derived from unpublished /-measurements by V e rstelle
which agree very well (to 1% in (6/C)*) with the data given by B enzie,
Cooke and W h itle y (1955) 19). Fig. 5 shows that for the CuCs Tutton salt
at the highest frequency (3.178 GHz) two lines at Hj, and
of the same
order of intensity are detected, both having a line width, which differs
not much from the line width in perpendicular fields. At the lower frequencies
these lines are hardly or not at all resolved. Fig. 8 shows that for the CuNH4
Tutton salt the expected two parallel-field lines at Hjj and \Hjj overlap and
are hardly resolved even at the highest frequency (3.167 GHz). The intensi
ties of the parallel-field lines, if given by ( 1/HL) / HL.Une (x "!x *a ) dH and
O/i-fri-) /wi-une (xlxaü) dH, are lower for the CuNH4 Tutton salt than
for the CuCs Tutton salt.
In the sections 4 and 5 we shall bring all these differences between the
two salts in connection with the exchange interaction which is weak in the
CuCs Tutton salt but relatively strong in the CuNH4 Tutton salt.
The measurements of / in parallel fields are given in the figures 6 and 9.
The remarkable negative values of / ( # = 0) at the higher frequencies will
be discussed in section 4. In view of the absorption lines observed at Hj,
and
(fig. 5) the usual anomalous behaviour of / , consisting in a rapid
rise between two regions of descent, should be expected. These anomalies
can indeed be seen in fig. 6 at the higher frequencies although they are only
partly resolved. In the limit of high fields it is expected theoretically 13)
that f i x * approaches the value / between/zad (/between has been denoted by
hi reference 13)). Our measurements (fig. 6 and 9) yield for this limit
the values
XbetlXad — O.85 i 0. 15 for the CuCs Tutton salt
XbetlXaA = 0.3 di 0.1 for the CuNH4 Tutton salt.

and

4. Discussion. Analysis of the line shape at H = 0 . For the discussion
of our results we shall refer mainly to theoretical papers of B r o e r 9) , Van
V leck 7), Miss W r ig h t10) and C aspers 12)13)14). Moreover we shall make
use of theoretical results computed by Dr. C aspers 31) for our investigations.
We would like to acknowledge his valuable co-operation in our discussions.
The discussions are divided into two parts, this section 4 dealing with
the case of zero field (H = 0) and section 5 with the cases of large parallel
and perpendicular fields ( H ^ Hi). Thus far no satisfactory theory has been
given for the case of external fields of the order of Hi.
The only general method for analysing the line shape in the case of H = 0
is the method of moments introduced by Van V le c k 7), these moments
being defined by
<v2n>= / 0°°(x’lxov) v2» dr/ / 0°° (x'lxov) dv= / 0°°/(r) r 2» d r / / ( r ) dr, « = 1, 2 , 3 ,...
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where f(v) = 2kT%"jnv. Only for the lower order moments (2n = 2,4 and 6)
expressions have been given in terms of the constants of the spin-hamiltonian,
the calculation of higher order moments requiring very much time. Thus
some assumptions must be made concerning the shape-function ƒ(v). Provi
sionally we only consider the case in which there are no zero-field splittings.
In the Cu++ salts (S = i) such splittings are absent if the nuclear hyperfine
structure is neglected. For example B r o e r 9) considers a Gauss-function:
fG(v) = (2/jr)* (kT%olOa>*) exp(—r2/2<v2»
and later on Miss W r ig h t10) computes the fourth moment for a simple
cubic lattice, arriving at the conclusion that for pure dipole-dipole in
teractions a reasonable agreement is found with the value <r4> /02>2 = 3
which results from / g (v). But no such agreement is found in the presence
of strong exchange interactions. Therefore Miss W r ig h t10) proposes a set
of functions / 2m(v) (n = 1,2,...) which give the correct values for the first
n moments. In particular she considers the following expression:
fi(v) = {2ln)'(kTxol<yZyi){\ + (1/4!)(<v4> - 3<r2>2)(d/dr)4} exp(-r2/2<r2» ,
which can be worked out, giving:
/

h(v) =

6v2

f'2Y *r» (n 1 (<*■ - 3) l3- ^ r +
\ J i J <>2>‘ 1 4! \ <>2>2 /

v4 \ |
< v 2 > 2

/ j

■

5

( )

Miss W rig h t remarks that this gives only a reasonable approximation if
the exchange interaction, for which <v4> /02>2 is a measure, is not too strong.
From an estimate of the sixth moment she calculates that her parameter A
which characterizes the relative magnitude of the exchange interaction
should be small compared with 7. In terms of the fourth moment this means
that <v4>/<v2>2 should be small compared with 24. In addition to this we
remark that already at (<v4>/<v2>2) > 7 the expression (5) is quite unsatis
factory since it is negative at the moderate frequency given by v2 = 3<r2>.
We would rather construct a function f(v) which also holds in the case
of strong exchange interaction. In that case a Lorentzian line shape is
observed in experiments on paramagnetic resonance and accordingly
a Debij e-function for the zero-field absorption 20)21), though far away from
the centre of the line still an exponential decay should be expected to occur
in view of the convergence of all the moments. Accordingly a product of a
Lorentzian and a Gaussian shape function has already been used for an
exchange-narrowed resonance absorption line by L acro ix 22), this product
being
flxo v oc [pj{ 1 + p2(v — rL)2}] exp{—a2p2(r — rL)2}
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in which vl is the Larmor frequency, r L = gfiHjh. For application of this
formula at low fields and low frequencies a term should be added *) which
accounts for the line at v = — vl for the case of a linearly polarized h.f. field
-ju s t as is done in the usual expression of K ronig, Van Vleck, W eisskopf
and F rö h lic h for the Lorentzian line shape function thus giving
X"
Xov

_____ P______ r exp{—«V (y —Vl )2}
2(exp a2) Erfc a
+ p2(v — v l ) 2

exp{—«2p2(y + rL)2}~|
+ p2(y -f- vj)2

L 1

1

J

in which Erfc a is the complementary error function defined by Erfc a =
= (2 /71*)/ “ (exp — | 2) df. The coefficient in (6) has been chosen so as to
comply with the normalization condition fS°(x"lxov) dv = n/2.
The introduction of the second term in (6) made it possible to derive a
corresponding expression for % with the aid of the K ram ers-K ro n ig
relations, this expression being
X' _ .

pv J

p (v — *l )

Xo

2 1 1 + p2(v — vl) 2

p (v + y i)

1 + p2(v +

j _

vl) 2

_ pv(exp —a2) r F{ocp(v — r L)}
7T* Erfc a 1_ 1 —
j—p2(v — vl) 2

J

F{<xp(v + yL)} ~1
1 + p2{v -f- ri,)2 J

in which F(x) = (exp —x2) / 0x(exp t2) dt. Tables of the function F(x) have
been given by M iller and G ordon 23). In our case of H = 0 we shall make
use of these formulae which then have the more simple form (vl = 0):
X’lxov = {p'l( 1 + p2v2)} exp(—a2p2v2)

(

8)

(

9)

in which
p‘ — p/(exp a2) Erfc a
and
x'lxo = {1 — 2pvF(apv)/ni (exp a2) Erfc a}/(l + p2v2)

in accordance with the formulae given by L a c ro ix l.c. for this case. Thus
we shall confront our measurements with these formulae (8) and (9) rather
than with f\{y) of Miss W right.
Before doing so we would like to make the following remarks about (8).
The parameter a can be given all values between 0 and oo. In the case of
a = 0 (8) is a simple Debije-function and in the limit of a -> o o (with a
fixed value of ccp, being equal to (2 <r2>)- *) (8) is the simple Gauss-function
of Broer: x"lxov=(n/2)i <v2>~*exp(~r2/2<i'2>). The relaxation function <P[t),
which describes the response of the total magnetic moment after a small
field h is suddenly switched out at t = 0, is generally given by &{t) = xo for
t = 0 and by d&jdt = —(2/jr) / 0°°^"(a)) sin cot dco for t > 0; (oo = 2nv) ;
*) We are indebted to Dr. J. C. V e rs te lle who suggested the resulting line shape function and
who performed calculations concerning it, especially on
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(<Z>(oo) = 0). Cf. 24) and <pzz(t) in 14). For the ^"(v)-function (8) this yields:
1 &0{t)
Zo d t

ex p (-f/r)
2r Erfc a

Erfc

—— \ — e2</TErfc ( a H---- —
2ar /
\
2ar

(

10)

with t = pl2n. In the limit of t -*■ oo 0(t) approaches the simple form
0(t) = xo exp(—f/r), whereas in the special case of a = 0 (Debije-function)
this simple form holds for all values of t. The asymptotic form, however,
is not valid in the case of a = oo, the relaxation function corresponding to
the Gauss-function being 0o{f) == %o exp(—<o»2> f2/2) for all values of t.

'

0=031

0.1 p'v 0.3

Fig. 10. Theoretical curves for
= 0) /xo according to formula (8) as a function
of log p'v for different values of a.
Ü ^ CuCs2(S04)2.6H20 ,
p' = 1.7 (GHz)"1
O ^ Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 ,
p ' = 2.2 (GHz)-1
The vertical lines through the measured points indicate the experimental error.

In the derivation of the asymptotic behaviour of (10) use has been made of
the relation lim ^^, B = 1 in which B = {ocjri (exp a2) Erfc a}-1. The 2nd and
4th moment of (8) are given by
<v2> = (B — l)/p2
18

(11)

and
<„4>/<„2>2 = {1 4 - £ ( £ « - 2 _ l )} I(B -

1)2

(12)

the latter expression being a function of a only. Apparently a can also be
considered as a parameter characterizing the relative magnitude of the
exchange.
Now our procedure will be to choose such values of the parameters p'
and a in (8) and (9) so as to obtain the best fit to the experimental data.
Then the resulting moments <v2> and <r4> will be compared with theory.

Fig. 11. Theoretical curves for x '(H = 0)/j;o according to formula (9) as a function
of log p’v for different values of a.
□ ^ CuCs2(S0 4)2 .6H 20,
p! = 1.7 (GHz)-i
O ^ Cu(NH4)2(S0 4)2 .6H 20 ,
p' = 2.2 (GHz)-1
The vertical lines through the measured points indicate the experimental error.

The choice of p' and a is made with the aid of the figures 10 and 11. In these
figures a change of p' merely results in an equal horizontal shift of all the
measuring points. In the case of CuCs2(S04)2.6H20 we find a s» oo and
p = 1.7 (GHz)-1 while for Cu(NH4)2(S0 4 )2 . 6 H 20 we find a. — 0.3 and
p = 2.2 (GHz)-1. In choosing this latter value p = 2.2 (GHz)-1, the
measurements of V erstelle 21) at low frequencies (p'v < 1) and at 20°K,
19

giving p' = 1.9 dr 0.1 (GHz)-1, have been taken into account**). Some
values of the moments at different values of p and a are given in table I,
from which we derive the experimental values of the moments and their
accuracy, given in table II.
TABLE I
The 2na and 4th moments of the curve given by formula (8) at some values of the
parameters p ' and a
a = oo

<„2>*
in units GHz
<v4>

p ' = 2 .2 (GHz)*1

p ' = 1.7

p ' = 1.6

(GHz)-1

(G Hz)-1

0.737
3.00

<V *>2

p' = 2.1 (GHz)-1

a = 0.2

a = 0.3

a = 0.5

a = 0.2

a = 0.3

a = 0.5

0.783

0.886

0.773

0.673

0.929

0.818

0.705

3.00

6.63

5.20

4.09

6.63

5.20

4.09

TABLE II
Experimental values of the 2nd and 4tl1 moments derived with the aid of formula (8) using
such values of the parameters p ' and a so as to make (8) and (9) describe the experimental data
as well as possible
CuCss(S04>2.6Ha0 powder
o

2 >*

in units GHz
<V4>
<„8>S

Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 powder

0.74 ± 0.05

0.77 ± 0.05

3.0 ± 0.4

5,2 ± 0.6

In fig. 12 the curves (8) and the measuring points have been plotted again
in another way. In fig. 12b <v2> is directly given by the area below the curves.
We shall now compare the results given in table II with theory, starting
with the second moment.
In the earlier treatises by B roer l.c. and Miss W r ig h t l.c. only the
contribution of the dipole-dipole interaction to the second moment has been
taken into account. This contribution, in a form suitable for our analysis,
is for a powder given by
= 6k2h~2{S(S + l )}-1(baalR) = (g ^h ~ 2 S(S + 1) 2

r^.

(13)

In (13) also the relation is given to the dipolar part b ^ T 2 of the heat
capacity per mole of the spin system in zero field. We computed the latticesum for a Tutton salt, taking for the ratio of the lengths of the crystallografic axes a : b : c — 3 : 4 : 2 and a monoclinic angle of 105° between the
a- and the c-axis and taking the neighbouring ions at the lattice positions
(0, 0, ± 1), (±
±
0), (±
±1) etc., these conditions all being
**) V o lg e r's 25) 4) value p '= 5 .7 (GHz)-1 obtained a t 77°K has not been confirmed whereas
D i j k s t r a ’s 26) value p' — 2.0 (GHz)-1 obtained a t 77°K and 90°K is confirmed.
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approximately fulfilled in Tutton salts. Our computation arrives at
2,• 6 = (9.0 ±0 -1 ) n2, n being the number of ions per unit volume. This
result is in accordance with the computation of Dani els 27). (For comparison
we mention that this lattice-sum has the values 8.4 n2, 7.2 n2 and 7.2s n2 for
respectively s.c., f.c.c. and b.c.c. lattices 5)). In CuCs2(S04)2•6H2O one has
g// = 2.43 and g± = 2.06 28) and about the same values are found in
Cu (NH4)2(S0 4)2. 6H20 . This gives g = 2.20 for the g-value of the powders.

vX(Hi Q)

V

X,
4 GHz

Fig. 12. a) Theoretical curves for x"(H = 0)/xov according to formula (8) as a function
of the frequency v for p' — 1.7 (GHz)-1 and a = 00 (Gauss function) and for p = 2.2
(GHz)-1 and a = 0.3.
□ ^ CuCs2(S04)2.6H20
o ^ Cu (NH4)2(S04)2.6H20
The vertical lines through the measured points indicate the experimental error.
b) The inlay gives the same data, the ordinates being multiplied by v2.

With this g-value and with the molar volumes 219 cm3 and 206 cm328) in
the CuCs and the CuNH4 salts respectively, one arrives at the values given
in table III.
This is of course in agreement with the values of baa/R 19) in table IV
(see below).
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In part a) of reference 31) C aspers has calculated the contribution of
the nuclear hyperfine structure (hfs) to the second moment. In the case
of a bilinear form in the components of S and I for the hfs-term in the
spin-hamiltonian of one single ion he arrives for the total second moment
for a powder in zero field at
<v 2>h =o = Vdd(&dd + i&hfs)/ödd.
(14)
In table IV the different contributions to the spin heat capacity, as analysed
by B enzie, Cooke and W h itle y (1955) 19) are given. (It should be noted
TABLE III

ba&IR

V mol
(cm8)

(10-4(°K)»)

(GHz)

CuCs2(SC>4)2 •6H2O powder

219

l .U

0.63

Cu (NH4)2(S04)2.6H 20 powder

206

1.3i

0.67

that the often quoted earlier data of B enzie and Cooke (1949 and 1950) 18)
are subject to a correction in the field-calibration as mentioned in the (1955)paper in which the corrected values are given).
TA BLE IV
The different contributions to the spin heat capacity as given by B e n z ie , C o o k e and
W h it l e y (1955)
Values of b/R in units 10~4(°K)a

btot&i/R

b&d/R

bhtn/R

CuCs2(S 0 4)2 •6H2O

2.5

1.2

1.1

0.2

Cu (N H 4)2(S 04)2. 6H aO

8.2

1.3

1.2

5.7

Left for bex/R

With (14), (13) and the values of table IV one arrives at
<j>2 >j — o.73 GHz for CuCs2 (S0 4 )2 . 6 H 2 0 and at
<„2 >i = o.77 GHz for Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20,
in very good agreement with our measurements (table II).
As to <v4>/<r2>2 we can compare our values in table II only with calcu
lations for a simple cubic lattice and thus we may only expect a rough
agreement. C aspers (see reference31) under b)) has extended Miss
W rig h t’s computation by taking the main corrections due to the hfs
interaction into account for the case that bex èhf8, which corresponds to
the CuNH4 salt. He arrives for a powder at
(—

)

V <v2> 2 J h = o

={0.43A2+ (2 .5 ± 0 .6 )} (-----—
1

" U d d + iW

Y+ ,

&Us &ex

9 (6dd + i& hfS) 2

(15)
v

The exchange constant A is for a s.c. lattice related to the b’s by bex/baA =
= 0.36 A2, so A2 can be computed from the values of B.,C. and W. (table IV).
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Then (15) can be applied, the result being (<v4>/<v2>2)h =o = 5.0 ± 0.4
for the Q 1NH4 salt. This is in excellent agreement with the experimental
value (0 4>/<»<2>2)j/=0 = 5.2 ± 0-5 (see table II), although this could hardly
be expected.
Formula (15) can not be expected to give a good result for the CuCs salt,
terms of the order b\tfi being neglected in the computed value of <r4>.
At the end of this discussion of the zero-field measurements we want to
remark that (8) has been introduced for the case of no zero-field splittings.
In fact such splittings (hfs) do exist, but they are drowned by the dipoledipole interaction (&aa «a b^ts) and in this case apparently (8) can still
describe the measurements more or less. Further we remark that some
calculations performed with Miss W r ig h t’s function ft(v) show that this
function is probably as good as (8) for describing the moderate exchange
narrowing occurring in the CUNH4 salt, but we hope that (8) can also be
used to describe the case of extreme exchange-narrowing of the zero-field
absorption band. In order to facilitate attempts in this direction we give
some numerical data concerning formula (8) in table V.
table

v

Numerical data concerning formula (8). p'o»an = (Ji/2)*/<vs)*h = oa (exact value) 0.001 0.002| 0.003 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05
<v 4>/<v»>*
888 445
297
179.4
90.7
46.6
31.75
19.91
18.92

13.43

10.98

a (exact value)

0.15

0.20

< „ 4 > /< „ 2 > 2

8.10

6.63

p ' 1p / G auss

1.734

1.556

p / p / G auss

0.07

0.10

14.83

11.03

2.39

2.05

8.51

6.05

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.70

1.0

1.5

2.0

oo

5.20

4.49

4.09

3.63

3.32

3.18

3.14

3.00

1.357

1.250

1.182

1.107

1.055

1.022

1.007

1.000

4.31

3.54

2.79

PGauss stands for the low-frequency value of x"lxov 411 the case of B r o e r ’s
Gauss-function. Thus p ’Gau8S = (7r/2)t/<r2>tff=0.
5. Discussion (continued). Intensity and width of the Larmor lines. Already
much detailed research has been done concerning the shape of the (first)
Larmor line in perpendicular fields, for instance by B le a n e y , P e n r o se
and P l u m p t o n (1949) 28) who examined single crystals. Although our
main research concerns the parallel and zero-field measurements we shall
also discuss our data on the perpendicular field lines in powders in view
of their relation to the absorption in zero and parallel fields.
Before considering the different cases separately we shall discuss how
the intensity of an absorption line as a function of v can be derived from the
measurements as a function of H. Considering, to begin with, the first
perpendicular-field line, cf. the curves for the two highest frequencies in the
figures 4 and 7, we see that in the relatively small interval of H where the
absorption is almost entirely due to this line, x"lxov is (in a good approxi-
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mation) a function of v — vl only. Under this condition it can readily be
derived that we have for this intensity:
71X = A-line (x'/xov) d»- = (1/^ l) /ff^Une (x"/Xo) d# .

(16)

For the first parallel-field line the same holds (fig. 5) or can be expected to
hold (fig. 8) if x l x w is replaced by x"IXaav and thus
I V/ = TvL-line (XIXOV) dv = (^ad/^o) (1/ ^ l) / ffl.Une (xlXad) dH-

(17)

For the second parallel-field line (at v = 2v\, or correspondingly at
H = \H\, in a fixed frequency plot) again the same is expected to be valid
ii v — vjj is replaced by v — 2 , giving
v l

72// = / 2„l-line ixlxov) dv = (jadlxo) (1!\Hi) / iHl.Une (z'VZad) dH.

(18)

For the second perpendicular-field line it can not be said that in a certain
region of H x"lxov is a function of v — 2vt, only, its intensity being expected
to decrease rapidly with increasing H. The rate of the decrease not being
precisely known we shall, at the present stage, merely use the approximate
relation for a narrow-line:
= / 2, 1,-line fa lx 0*’)

« (1lhHh)

(x'lXo) dH.

(19)

Of course (16), (17), (18) and (19) can only be applied if the lines are well
separated. When this is not the case we shall extrapolate each line into the
region of overlap and derive approximate values of the intensities from
(16) ... (19).
a) CuCs2(S04)2.6H20 in p e rp e n d ic u la r fields. At the highest
frequency used (3.2 GHz) the intensity of the first line (at H —
= 1032
Oe, fig. 4) is measured to be I 1± = 0.95 {nj2). Because of the intensities
of the satellite lines this value should be somewhat lower than 1.00 (n/2)
but in view of the inaccuracy of the measurements (cf. section 2i) the 5%
deviation can not be identified as such. The intensity of the poorly resolved
second line at \H\j — 516 Oe can only roughly be estimated, giving
I 2± <=» 0.04 (tc/2). We may remark, that this is roughly the same value as we
shall find later for 72//at 516 Oe where ^ad/^o = 0.15 and J 2// = 0.15 X 0.21
(tt/2) = 0.031 (tt/2).
V an V leck’s theory 7) of the line width of the first line in perpendicular
fields gives a mean square moment <(v — ri,)2> = (3/10) <r2>#=0, the factor
3/10 being due to the so-called truncation for the case H
Hi. If one has
Gaussian line shapes, the full width Av of the line at half height decreases
from (Av)h =o = 2{(ln 4) <r2>ff=o}* to (Av)H>Ht = (3llO)i{Av)H^0- Using
<^2> o — 0-74 GHz (see section 4) one obtains (Av)H^>Hl = 0.95 GHz
corresponding to AH = 308 Oe (g = 2.20). Our measurements (fig. 4) give
AH = 410 and 390 Oe at 1.76 and 3.18 GHz respectively. For the latter
frequency we estimated the increase of AH due to the anisotropy of g for the
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hypothetical case of an isotropic line width, the result being an increase of
only 3% of AH. We did not examine the field dependence of the contribution
of the unresolved hyperfine structure to the line width. We may conclude,
nevertheless, that the effect of truncation has qualitatively been confirmed
by our measurements. There exists also a rough agreement with the measure
ments at 9 GHz (3 cm) of B lean ey e.a. 28) which give a rather strongly
anisotropic line width in single crystals, varying from 260 to 630 Oe in the
ac-plane.
b) Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 in p e rp e n d ic u la r fields. The zero-field
line width obtained from fig. 12a is (Av)h=o = 1.14 GHz. Our measurements
(fig. 7) give AH = 230 and 185 Oe at 1.76 and 3.17 GHz respectively. This
corresponds (g = 2.20) to Av = 0.71 and 0.57 GHz respectively, the latter
value being a factor 2 smaller than (Av)h=o - An estimation of the influence
of the anisotropy of g gives that without this anisotropy the factor might
have been about 2.6 instead of 2. It is plausible that the decrease of the
width is due to the so-called 10/3 effect 28) in the line width when going
from H < Hex up to H > Hex in cases of H ex > Hdd. It should be noted
that this effect is not quite the same as the effect mentioned under a) for
the CuCs salt where Av should change by (10/3)*, although both effects have
the same origin (truncation). Again the measurements at 9 GHz 28) agree
roughly with our results, the line width varying from 85 to 230 Oe in the
ac-plane.
The intensity 71± is found to be 1.01 (n/2) and 0.92 (n/2) at 1.76 and 3.17
GHz respectively, the 8% deviation in the last result probably being due
to the experimental inaccuracy, which may be somewhat increased above
the 5% mentioned in section 2 by the indirect calibration of the 77°K
measurement using the 20°K data for this case.
c) In te n s itie s in p a ra lle l fields. As mentioned already in the
introduction one has in the case of 5 = \ in large parallel fields three
frequency regions of absorption (exclusively the spin-lattice absorption),
namely the low frequency (l.f.) or K ronig-B ouw kam p relaxation band,
(which has been studied experimentally by V ers te lle 21) and theoretically
by C aspers 14) and with which our present experiments are not directly
concerned) and the first and the second Larmor line. We shall denote the
intensity of the l.f. band by
h .t.ii

= /l.f.b a n d

(x’ lxov)

dr.

C aspers has derived in reference 31) that one should expect for a powder:
(^o/^ad)(2/^) 7l f //= (±&dd -)-

- f &ex)/ötotal,

(xolxad)(2/jr) 11// — (|7>dd -|- fèhfa)/ètotal

and

(%o/^ad)(2/7r) ƒ2// = född/ètotaJ.
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TABLE VI
T heoretical and experim ental values of the intensities of the three bands in large parallel fields and
the related values of ^'bet/^ad*
CuCS2(SC>4)2 • H O
powder

Ii.f.//
th : 0.32
exp: ( . 6)

Cu(NH4)2(S 04)2 • 6H aO
powder

th : 0.78
exp: 0.7«

(XolX *A (2ln)

62

02

(X«I x * A { 2 M I I I !

(X°IX *A (2Iti)

ƒ«//

0.68

th :
0.49
exp: 0.46
(0.51 a t 1.76 GHz)

th : 0.19
exp.

th :
exp: 0.8s ±

th :
0.16
exp: «ü

th : 0.06
exp: ....

th :
exp: 0.3 ± 0 .1

0.17

0.21

0. 15

0.22

Using the è-values from table IV one obtains the "theoretical” values of the
intensities given in table VI, where also our experim ental values, obtained
from the 3.2 GHz m easurem ents (fig. 5 and 8) are given. Moreover the values
of Xbet (*•?• '■X ln the frequency region between the l.f. band and the Larmor
lines) are given in this table. The theoretical value of %(,et is related to the
intensities by the K r a m e r s - K r o n ig relations and given by
XbetlXad = (f^ d d + t ^ h f s )/^ to ta l-

The experim ental values of XbetlXad have already been mentioned in section 3.
The experim ental values of I xf have been obtained from the measurements
of V e r s t e l l e 21) for the CUNH4 salt and from recent m easurements of
T e n H o v e and V e r s t e l l e 30) for the CuCs salt (provisional value). The
agreement is satisfactory.
As to the line w idth of the parallel-field lines we prefer to give the detailed
comparison w ith theory a t a later stage (see also the rem ark a t the end of
this section). So we shall give the experim ental values of the line widths
w ithout discussion. F or the CuCs salt the 3.2 GHz m easurem ent (fig. 5)
gives for the first (Hi) line A H — 305 Oe, corresponding to Av = 0.94 GHz,
while about the same value is determ ined from extrapolation of the partly
resolved Hj,-line at 1.76 GHz. The second (\H i) line has a w idth of 225 Oe,
corresponding to Av = 1.39 GHz, a t 3.2 GHz. (N .B .: 2tiA v = 2yAH for
the second line whereas 2nA v= yA H for the first line). The shape of the lines
can be described reasonably well by Gauss functions. Taking the experim ent
al values of the w idth and of the intensity, these functions have been
plotted for H — 600 Oe as a function of the frequency in a log scale in fig. 13,
in which the low frequency band has provisionally been indicated 30). W hen
the field is increased, the l.f. band (fig. 13) shifts rapidly to lower frequencies 30)
and the Larm or lines shift of course to higher frequencies, while these latter
lines become higher and narrower in this graph, because of the m ethod of
plotting, if a t least Av is constant under field variations. The area below
each line in fig. 13 m ust rem ain constant because
/lin e ( *
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7* a d )

d(ln v) =

f ÜDe

(x'lxaav) dr.

In the same fig. 13 the bands of the CuNH4 salt at H = 1500 Oe are given,
the dotted Larmor lines being determined by extrapolation. The width of
the first line (at H\) in the CuNH4 salt can roughly be determined from
fig- 8» giving AH ta 1.0 kOe. We suppose that this line is broadened by the
exchange. In the CuNH4 salt the l.f. line shifts less rapidly than in the CuCs
salt to lower frequencies upon increasing the field 21)30)14).

0-1

V

1

lO

100

lOOO

MHz

KXXX)

Fig. 13. x lxad 3-s a function of log v. The line for the CuCs salt represents the sum
of two Gauss curves fitted through the data (fig. 5). The line for the CuNH4 salt is
drawn through the data. The dotted lines give provisional or extrapolated values.
□
CuCs2(S04)2.6H20,
H// = 600Oe.
O ^ Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20, H u = 1500 Oe.

The relaxation function &(t) (see section 4) generally consists (e.g. in our
substances at low temperatures) of two separate terms 0(f)ss and 0(t)ah
corresponding to the spin-spin absorption and to the spin-lattice absorption
respectively. We have 0(O)aa = XaA and 3>(0)si = Xo - Xad- For H = 0:
Xad = Xo and 0(t)a\ = 0. The spin-spin term 0(t)aa, corresponding to the
Larmor lines of the CuCs salt (fig. 13) has been computed from the data in
fig. 13 and plotted in fig. 14. 0(t)aa is the sum of two damped cosine functions
with respectively v = vl and v = 2vl and of a constant. The time in which
these oscillations die out corresponds to the inverse line widths of the Larmor
lines. The decrease from the value 0.3 to zero, corresponding to the K ronigB o uw k am p (l.f.) band takes such a long time that it is not visible in the
figure. For comparison the relaxation function for H = 0, computed from
the Gauss function in fig. 12, has also been indicated in fig. 14.
Dr. A. G. An der so n kindly sent us a research memorandum, dated
October 3, 1960, which gives a summary of theoretical work performed by
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H u n g Cheng on “Spin absorption of solids” at the I.B.M. Research
Laboratory, San Jose, California, U.S.A. Hu ng C heng’s conclusions,
given in that memorandum, about the intensity and the second moment
of the first and second parallel-field line and of the second perpendicularfield line are in general agreement with our results as far as comparison is
permitted. One might make some objections against the method of H ung
Cheng for the case of the parallel-field Larmor lines. It is discussed by
Caspers 13) that for this case a consistent description of the spin absorption

H = 6 0 0 Oc

Fig. 14. The spin-spin term of the relaxation function <P(I)Ss/Zad in CuCs2(S04)2 •6 H 2O,
corresponding to the Gauss function in fig. 12 for H = 0 and to the curve in fig. 13
for H = 600 Oe.

phenomena is not possible in the framework of standard perturbation
methods, on which Hu ng Cheng’s analysis is based. Publication of the
theoretical work in a more detailed Research Report has been announced
and a more precise confrontation with the experimental data is postponed.
Note added in the proof. The theoretical work of H u n g Cheng has
recently been published in Phys. Rev. 124 (1961) 1359.
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Ch a pter II

SPIN-SPIN RELAXATIONS AND MAGNETIC RESONANCES
IN A SERIES OF HYDRATED PARAMAGNETIC SALTS
S y n o p sis

The real and imaginary components %' and %" of the paramagnetic susceptibilities
of a series of powdered hydrated salts have been measured at frequencies between
0.18 and 3.2 GHz. Not all frequencies were applied to all substances. The measure
ments were carried out in perpendicular and parallel fields up to 8.2 or 9.5 kilooersted
as well as in zero field. Nearly all measurements were performed at 20°K and no
influence of spin-lattice relaxation was found.
In Gd2(S04)8.8H20 , CrK(S04)2.12H20 , Mn(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 and FeNH4(S04)2.
,12H20 internal electric fields cause splittings which dominate over the dipole-dipole
interaction or are at least of the same order of magnitude. Apart from a few indications
in the chromic alum, the frequencies were not sufficiently high to resolve the structure
of the energy levels. In perpendicular fields a clear satellite at zero frequency was found
in some cases (fig. 3-5 and table III). In high parallel fields K ronig-B ouw kam p
relaxations were found (figs. 3-2 and 5-2).
In MnCl2.4H20 , CuS04.5H20 and CuC12.2H20 exchange interaction is dominant.
In perpendicular fields and in zero field Lorentz and Debije shapes (figs. 8-2 and 9-1)
were found respectively. The available theoretical expressions for the exchangenarrowed line widths only permit a rough comparison with the observed widths.
In the case of CuS04.5H20 there is a clear discrepancy, which may be due to the
marked difference between the two copper sub-lattices, to which M iedem a, V an
K em pen, H a se d a and H u isk a m p attracted attention in connection with their
observations below 1°K. The available parallel fields were not sufficiently high to
permit observation of the K ronig-B ouw kam p relaxations. In agreement with the
expectation, no parallel-field resonances were observed.
While S h a p p s h n ik o v ’s prediction for the dependence of % at low frequencies on
a parallel field gives in some cases satisfactory agreement with the data, this is not so
in the presence of third relaxation, K ronig-B ouw kam p relaxation or when there is
a strong exchange interaction.
1. Introduction. In addition to investigations (ch. I) on the high-frequency
susceptibilities %' and % of CuCs2(S04)2.6H20 and Cu(NH4)2(S04)2■6H2O
and of the influence on them of perpendicular and parallel magnetic fields,
similar measurements have been carried out on powders of a number of
other hydrated paramagnetic salts.
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The range of frequencies (0.41 to 3.2 GHz) has been extended at the low
frequency side by 0.18 GHz and so the gap with the absorption measurements
carried out by the calorimetric method, which go up to 0.09 GHz, has
almost been closed. The choice of frequencies at which a substance has been
investigated was, in a few cases, rather incidental and some of the earlier
results, the accuracy of which was inferior to the data that were later
obtained, have not been used or been used only qualitatively.
While in the copper Tutton salts there was no electric splitting (S = £),
the electric splittings in Gd2(S04)3.8H20 , CrK(SC>4)2.12H20,
Mn(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 and FeNH4(S04)2.12H20 are larger than the
broadening due to dipole-dipole and exchange interaction between the
magnetic ions or at least of the same order of magnitude. But only in the
chromium potassium alum the electric splittings dominate to such an extent
that irregularities due to a beginning resolution of the spectral lines are
noticeable and that the so-called third relaxation phenomena are observed.
A study of chromium alums in which the chromium has been diluted by
non-magnetic ions would doubtlessly accentuate these two aspects.
In the other three salts mentioned the so-called K ronig-B ouw kam p
relaxation is observed in large parallel magnetic fields and above the frequen
cies of this relaxation the susceptibility between* also denoted by x l^ 18),
can be clearly detected. This susceptibility %^et is approximately equal to
the contribution of the non-diagonal elements of the magnetic moment of
one single ion in the combined electric and external magnetic fields*),
if the electric splittings dominate over the dipole-dipole interaction. In this
case. X b e t has a simpler physical meaning than in cases of no electric splittings
such as in the copper salts in which the dipole-dipole interaction is essential
for Xbet- Hyperfine structure is only an important complicating factor in the
manganese Tutton salt.
In the three other investigated salts, MnCl2.4H20, CuS04.5H20 and
CuC12.2H20 the exchange interaction is dominating in an even more
pronounced way than this was the case in Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20. In zero
field and in perpendicular fields Debije and Lorentz curves are found
respectively. As to the widths of these curves it should be stressed that the
available theoretical computations are not sufficient to permit an accurate
comparison with the data obtained. Special attention to the theoretical
computations is given in section 7. In parallel fields no resonance lines are
found. This should be ascribed to the domination of exchange over dipoledipole interaction. Study of the K ronig-B ouw kam p relaxation in these
salts would require larger fields than the 9.5 kilooersted available to us.
Finally it may be mentioned that at the fields and temperatures used,
*) The representation of the magnetic moment matrix is here the one that diagonalizes the
energy of the ion in the electric and external magnetic fields.
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paramagnetic saturation as well as deviations from Curie’s law can be neg
lected apart from the latter effect for MnCl2.4H20. This is a marked
simplification in comparison with research on these phenomena at liquid
helium temperatures.
2. Experimental methods. The greater part of the experimental results
given in this chapter have been obtained by the method described in I. This
concerns the measurements at the frequencies 0.41, 1.21, 1.76 and 3.2 GHz.
The resonant cavities used for these frequencies consist of a rectangular
outer conductor and of a strip inner-conductor, which is fixed to the bottom
of the cavity and is unconnected at the upper side. These cavities are used in
the lowest TEM-mode, the strip-length being approximately a quarter
wavelength. We have used a transmission method for which the details have
been given in I.
We have constructed a similar cavity for a frequency as low as 0.18 GHz
(A = c/v = 167 cm). The strip-length is 28 cm and the value of 0.18 GHz
for the resonant frequency is obtained by filling the cavity with polystyrene.
Using powdered samples a filling factor ^ = 0.11 could be obtained and at
20°K the loaded quality factor is Qx «a 1400. It will be clear that this is
approximately the lowest frequency at which this type of cavity can be
used in low temperature work. The nice fit in fig. 9-1 (section 9) of the
points with the drawn lines (calculated from the Lorentz line-shape formulae
(7.3) and (7.4)) gives a check on the experimental method used and on the
way of deriving absolute values of x'lxo an(i x"lxo from the observations.
Some of the data are early results obtained at 1.33 GHz and a brief
discussion of the set-up used will be given. The resonant cavity was cylindrically coaxial, one-half wavelength long. It was coupled magnetically to
one silvered german silver coaxial transmission line and a reflection method
was used. The coupling loop could be adjusted during the measurements
from far undercoupled to slightly overcoupled. For separating the reflected
wave from the incident wave we used a coaxial hybrid T. The reflected wave
was detected with a silicon crystal detector (nr. 1N21B), used in its square
law region, and thus the detected signal is proportional to F 2, F being the
modulus of the complex voltage-reflection-coefficient. For the sake of
brevity F will simply be called reflection coefficient in the following lines.
At a frequency v and an external static field H, this reflection coefficient
will be denoted by rH{v). Near the cavity resonance frequency vT the
function rH(y) is given by
1_

r 2H(v) =

{1 -

r 2H(vT)}l{\ + 4(v - vt)2Q2Hlv2},

(2. 1)

if Qh , the loaded quality factor at the field H, is sufficiently large (QH £ 100).
Formula (2.1) is analogous to formula (2) in I. In the undercoupled case.
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which we always used, Fh {vt) is related to
{1 -

r M } l { 1 - r H(vT)} =

%' by
QJQ h =

1 + 4n q Q ^ ,

(2.2)

in which the symbol oo refers to very large fields H where %" is supposed to
be zero, and in which q is the filling factor and %" is the negative of the
imaginary part of the volume susceptibility. In the overcoupled case
and /fl(vr) change sign. Just as in I the real part %' of the susceptibility is
measured by observing the change of vT when varying the field H.
The method of deriving x'Ixo and x"lx o from the observations is essentially
the same as that given in I . Values x" in arbitrary units can be obtained (in a good
approximation) from the ratios of the reflection coefficients, but for obtaining
the values x"IXo °ne should measure the reflection coefficients themselves.
This could not be done accurately as there were many frequency-sensi
tive components in the set-up. For instance, the level of total reflection far
from cavity resonance could only be determined by extrapolation and then
proved to be only 50 to 80% of the detector signal when introducing a
total reflection directly on the hybrid T arm by a short-circuit element
instead of the cavity. On the. other hand, it can be shown that the accuracy
of x"lx o is a few times better than that of the reflection coefficients, if these
latter ones are of the order of 0.3 or less. The inaccuracy of the data obtained
with the reflection set-up could be estimated by comparison with data of
the transmission set-up at the nearby frequency of 1.21 GHz, the latter
data having an accuracy of about 5%. In the case of the manganese ammo
nium Tutton salt and the gadolinium sulphate the older values of x"lxo were
20% and 25% smaller than would be expected from the newer data with
the transmission set-up. In other cases there were no considerable differences.
Only in those cases where we did not measure at 1.21 GHz, the older data
will be presented and they are estimated to have an accuracy of 20% for
the x"lx o values. The x'lx o data will have no other systematic errors than
those mentioned in chapter I, but the random errors are much greater,
due to the poor filling factor, which was another disadvantage of the older
set-up. Besides, in large fields the small “empty cavity” effects (compare
I section 2f) may have played a röle in the older set-up. Some more details
of this set-up can be found in reference33).
We shall now make some other remarks which apply to all our experi
mental set-ups. We can always measure only the change of x' and x" when
the external static field is varied. In I it was argued how x'lxo and x ”lxo
can be obtained from the observations in those cases where spin-lattice
relaxation occurs at frequencies that are several orders of magnitude
lower than the frequencies with which we are concerned. Futhermore the
maximum external field should be of the order of ten times (è/C)i in
order to be sure that x' and x" disappear in the maximum external parallel
field. This maximum field was usually 8.2 kOe, and 9.5 kOe if the measure33

ment was done with the inner dev/ar vessel only. In the results on /
and x" presented in the following sections, these conditions are not ful
filled for all substances. For instance in gadolinium sulphate and man
ganese chloride (6/C)* is 1.83 kOe and 4.24 kOe, respectively, so that
extrapolations to H// — oo should be made. These have been performed by
making graphs of Ax' and Ax" as a function of H~2 and in the case of the
parallel-field absorption also as a function of H~4. For / ' we can check in
the salts of the sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 whether the extrapolations in Hu and
H ± yield the same /'-value (i.e., both /'(# //) and / '( H ±) are expected to
disappear in strong fields), but very small differences may also be due to a
slight influence of / on the / ' data (compare I section 2g). In the salts of the
sections 7, 8 and 9 the extrapolations of / and x"
parallel fields could
not be carried out or are doubtful. In these cases x"(H//) *s obtained by
comparison with x"(H±), the latter quantity vanishing in large fields. For
x'{H//) special methods have been used which are described in the sections
7, 8 and 9.
3. Gd2(S0 4 )3 . 8 H 2 0 . Results and discussion. The results of our measure
ments have been given in the figures 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3. In section 2 we have
described how the quantities plotted vertically have been derived from the
observations. In addition, we mention that the measurement at 0.180 GHz
has been performed with fields up to 9.5 kOe so that the extrapolation to
high fields could be carried out adequately. For the case of parallel fields
(fig. 3-2) this was done by linear extrapolation of a graph of Ax" plotted
against H~A. After thus having determined the zero-level of / ', the /'-values
were divided by x&d- The place and shape of the hump at 5.5 kOe will be
modified somewhat if the mentioned extrapolation is made otherwise. The
extrapolations in the figs. 3-1 and 3-3 were carried out linearly in a diagram
versus H~2. The data of fig. 3-2 have been plotted again in fig. 3-4 as a
function of log v.
Spin-lattice relaxation has been observed at several temperatures by
De V rije r69) 67). His results indicate that at 20°K the absorptions measured
by us cannot be due to spin-lattice relaxation within the experimental
accuracy. For instance, the absorption measured at 0.180 GHz and
Hu — 3 kOe is ten times as large as would be expected from spin-lattice
absorption extrapolated with a Debije curve.
Our data for the zero-field absorption can be compared with the results
of V o lg er62) and De V rije r69) 67) at low frequencies. These are given
together with our results in table I.
It would be expected that at low frequencies (%7%o<0.1) x"lxov is
independent of the frequency. The accuracies are such that the results are
not in contradiction with this expectation. At higher frequencies x"lxov
decreases notably and x”lxo will presumably pass a maximum at about 3
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TABLE I
Zero-field absorption in Gd2(S04)s • 8 H 2O
Reference

T em perature
in °K

Frequency
in GHz

77 and 90

0.01 and lower

X'/X®

X'/Xox
in (GHz)-*

De V rije r 69)
•7)

20

V o lg e r ®2)

77 and 90

0.078

0.028

0.36

Present results

20

0.180
0.418
1.214
1.761

0.062
0.136
0.28s
0.32

0.34
0.32s
0.23s
0.18i

20 and 77
20
20

0.3
0.28

or 4 GHz. At still higher frequencies zero-field resonance lines will occur
which are perhaps not all completely resolved from the low-frequency
absorption band. In connection with this we shall sum up what is known about
the zero-field energy levels. Assuming a cubic crystal field, there should be
one 4-fold and two 2-fold degenerate levels (ƒ = 5 = |) , the distances between
which could be derived from the value of b/C. About one quarter of the ob
served value of b/C should be due to dipole-dipole interaction and the re
maining part to the zero-field splittings, if the reasonable supposition is made
that contributions from exchange and hyperfine interaction can be neglected.
V an Dij k and A uer 26) even derived from their results which level might be
lowest, their values of the levels being — ——<5and^öwithó/Ac=0.94cm~1.
The distances between the pairs of levels would then correspond to the fre
quencies 28.2, 17.6 and 10.g GHz. The value of the dipole-dipole field Hi
is calculated to be about 1.4 kOe if an estimated value of 7.7 n 2 for 2 * r^j6
(compare I section 4) is assumed. This value of Hi corresponds to a splitting
Vdd = gfiHi/h = 3.9 GHz for a splitting factor g = 2. This evaluation
suggests that a certain separation exists between the resonance lines and
the low frequency band. Bogle and H e in e 10), however, carried out para
magnetic resonance experiments in the diluted salt (Gdi/2ooSmi99/2oo)2(S04 )3 .
. 8H 2O (Sm3+ behaves like a diamagnetic ion, due to the extremely short
spin-lattice relaxation time) and found that the crystal field is not purely
cubic so that there are four twofold-degenerate levels in zero field. From the
crystal field parameters b°2 = (+) 0.0633 cm-1, b\ = (-)-) 0.038 cm-1 and
b\ = (—) 0.0013 cm-1 (thevalueof b\ is the corrected value given by B ow ers
and O w en11)) the zero-field levels can be calculated11), giving (-f-) 0.44,
(+ ) 0.10, (—) 0.11 and (—) 0.42 cm-1. These values are not very accurate
since the condition b\
b\ used is not well fulfilled. These data would
indicate that some of the zero-field bands considerably overlap in the undi
luted salt.
With reference to our measurements in perpendicular fields, it can be
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remarked that the curves in fig. 3-1 do not show maxima. This is in accord
with the expectations, since vaa is considerably larger than our frequencies.
At high fields (6 to 8 kOe) resolved lines must be expected to occur at high
frequencies but the observed absorption can not merely be the tail of these
lines, since x"IXov decreases upon increasing frequency (fig. 3-5). This
suggests that the observed absorption is mainly due to the zero-frequency
satellite line22).

O jO S

Fig. 3-1. x 'lx o at 20.4°K in powdered Gda(S04)3-8H20 as a function of the perpen
dicular static field H ± at different frequencies.

Our results in low perpendicular fields (0 to 3 kOe) can be compared with
those of V olger l.c. and De V rijer l.c.. It is striking that they found a lower
value (1.6 kOe) than we find for the field in which the absorption has onehalf the zero-field value (compare fig. 3-5), but this difference might be due
to the uncertainty of the correction introduced for the non-magnetic ab
sorption in the data of V olger and De Vrijer.
Finally, considering the results in parallel fields, we remark that their
general structure indicates that at 0.180 GHz x' equals x&a in l°w fields.
Thus the value of &/C can be derived from our measurement (fig. 3-3), the
result being (fe/C)* = 1.83 kOe or b/C = 3.35 (kOe)2. This value of 6/C is
somewhat lower than was found by V olger and De V rijer at 20°K and
higher temperatures (3.9 and 3.7 (kOe)2 respectively). We have used our
value in calculating %"/%ad in the figures 3-2 and 3-4.
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In low parallel fields the absorption band shifts towards higher frequencies
upon increasing the field as can be seen in fig. 3-4. In accordance with this
picture it can be seen from K u ru s h in ’s37) result at 9.15 GHz and 290°K

QDO
o

Fig. 3-2.

x"lxad a t

7

H„

kOc

a

20.4°K in powdered Gd2(SC>4)3.8H20 as a function of the parallel
static field H// a t different frequencies.
Zad * zo/{l + Hj^b/C)} with (b/C)i = 1.83 kOe.

Fig. 3-3. x'lx o a t 20.4°K in powdered Gd 2(S0 4 ) 3 . 8 H 20 as a function of the parallel
static field Hu and the perpendicular static field H ^ a t different frequencies.
0 ^
O
□
A^

0.180
0.418
1.214
1.761

GHz,Hu
GHz, H/i
GHz, H/i
GHz, H u

o ^ 0.418 GHz, H ±
1.214 GHz, H ±
1.761 GHz, H ±

0 ^
a=

The dashed line gives 1 — F = Zad/zo! see the caption of fig. 3-2.
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that %7%ad increases in low parallel fields and decreases again in fields above
2kOe. In section 10 we shall consider S h a p o s h n ik o v ’s50) formula. The
result of G a rifia n o v 29) at 0.546 GHz and 290°K agrees with our results.

'OkOe

2kOe
4 kOe
6 kOe
0.1

02

0 4 06

4

6 8'tOGHz

Fig. 3-4. x"lx ad at 20.4°K in powdered Gda(SC>4)3 . 8 HaO as a function of log v at
different parallel static fields H//. The data in this figure have been derived from
fig. 3-2.

2

kOel

Fig. 3-5. x'lxnv at 20.4°K in powdered Gd2 (S0 4 )3 . 8 Ha0 as a function of the frequency
v at different perpendicular static fields H The data in this figure have been derived
from fig. 3-1.

In high parallel fields (4 to 8 kOe) a clear hump is observed at 0.180 GHz
(mentioned already at the beginning of this section) and to a lesser degree
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in the 0.418 GHz m easurem ent (fig. 3-2). In fig. 3-4 the same phenomenon
is visible in the 6 kOe-line. I t is evident th a t we are here concerned w ith the
K r o n ig -B o u w k a m p relaxation absorption in high parallel fields which
shifts tow ards lower frequencies when the field is increased (K r o n ig and
B o u w k a m p 34); C a s p e r s 19)). A t 0.418 GHz we checked whether the
absorption is really independent of tem perature by performing a measure
m ent a t 77°K. This gave exactly the same result as the m easurem ent a t
20°K. Our results support the theoretical expectation th a t the K ro n ig B o u w k a m p relaxation absorption will be found in any param agnetic salt
if the external field is large com pared w ith (&/C)* and if spin-lattice relaxation
occurs a t sufficiently low frequencies. In agreement w ith the behaviour
of the K r o n ig -B o u w k a m p relaxation absorption, % is somewhat lower
th an x&d in high fields as can be seen in fig. 3-3, b u t we give this result with
due reserve as it is m ainly based upon a somewhat uncertain extrapolation.
Neglecting exchange and hfs interaction one should expect | < Xbetlx&d < 1 21)
and correspondingly for the K r o n ig -B o u w k a m p relaxation absorption
ix”lxad)max <
if this absorption has a Debije shape. These relations
seem to be fulfilled by our data.
j q

4. CrK(SC>4 ) 2 . 1 2 H 2 O. Results and discussion. The figures 4-1, 4-2 and
4-3 give the results of our m easurem ents a t 20.4°K while in figure 4-4 some
data obtained a t 77.3°K are also given. The d a ta in parallel and zero fields
(figs. 4-2 and 4-3) have been plotted as a function of the frequency in the
figures 4-5 and 4-6.
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Fig. 4-1. x"ho at 20.4°K in powdered CrK(S0 4 )2 - I 2 H 2O as a function of the perpen
dicular static field H , at different frequencies.

W ithin the lim its of accuracy, the absorption m ust be of the spin-spin
type only, since spin-lattice absorption occurs a t m uch lower frequencies:
near 106Hz a t 77°K 27) 16) and near 104Hz a t 20°K 68) 59). This statem ent is
perhaps not exactly true a t 77°K since the spin-lattice relaxation tim e m ay
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be somewhat (by a factor 2 or so) different in different samples. It is, however,
not likely that the heat contact between the spins and the lattice can
explain the temperature dependence displayed in fig. 4-4. We shall return
to this problem below.
A brief summary of previous experimental and theoretical results con
cerning the spin system in CrK alum will now be given.

Fig. 4-2.

x"lxad

20.4°K in powdered CrK(SC>4 ) 2 . 1 2 H 2Ó as a function of the parallel
static field Hu at different frequencies.
Xad = Zo/{l; + Hf/lib/C)} with (6/C)* = 0.825 kOe.

Paramagnetic resonance has been observed for instance by B agguley
and G rif fith s 4) at room temperature and by B le a n e y 7) at several lower
temperatures. The results can be interpreted in terms of a spin hamiltonian
(see for instance B ow ers and O w en11)) with S = f and with an isotropic
splitting factor g = 1.98. The zero-field splitting is found to be bjhc = 0.12
cm-1 at room temperature, but at low temperatures at least three groups
of ions should occur with a different value of d for each group. The values
of the three splittings, given by B lean ey l.c., are at 20°K di/hc = 0.27 cm-1,
du/hc = 0.15 cm-1 and dm/he = 0.03s cm-1, the latter value being un
certain. At 90°K these values are approximately the same. The fractions of
the ions with di, <5n or <5m have been estimated by Beun, M iedem a
and S te e n la n d 6) from specific heat and entropy data at very low tem
peratures, the results being 32%, 42% and 26% respectively. The pa
ramagnetic resonance data of B lean ey indicate that the abundance of
the ions with di and ón decreases with increasing temperature and as a
result the percentages should be changed at 77°K. This might explain the
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temperature dependence in fig. 4-4. In connection with this, we should
also mention the data on the optical spectrum by A n cen o t and Mrs.
C o u tu re 23) 1), which indicate a phase transition at 60°K in CrK alum if the
salt is cooled slowly. This transition does not occur if the cooling is performed
rather rapidly. We do not know whether our salt has been cooled slowly or
rapidly in this sense.

Fig. 4-3. x 'lx o at 20.4°K in powdered CrK(S04 )2- I 2H 2O as a function of the parallel
static field Hu and the perpendicular static field H ^ at different frequencies.
0 ^ 0.179 GHz, Hu
. o ^ 0.179 GHz, H ±
O ^ 0.407 GHz, Hu
o ^ 0.407 GHz, H ±
□
1.218 GHz, Hu
A.= 1.760 GHz, H„
The dashed line gives 1 — F = xad/zo I see the caption of fig. 4-2.

0 .4 0 7 GHz

O.I79 GHz

QO H ,

Q5

1.5 kOe 2 0

0 .0 H ,

1.5

kOe 2 0

Fig. 4-4. x 'lxa in powdered CrK(SC>4)2 . 12H 2O as a function of the parallel static
field H/i at two temperatures. The left and the right diagram have been obtained at
0.179 GHz and 0.407 GHz respectively.

The chromic ions form a face-centered cubic lattice and correspondingly
the dipole-dipole field of CrK alum is calculated to be H i = 298 Oe. This
corresponds to a frequency Vdd = g ^ H ijh = 0.825 GHz (if for g the value
1.98 is taken), giving the order of magnitude of the line widths.
In zero field one should expect13) 14)15) for x " lx o v a band near zero frequency
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with an intensity /o-band (x"IXov) dv = |( tc/2) and bands at the frequencies
d/h, having together the remaining intensity |(jr/2). In connection with our
experimental results we are mainly interested in the low-frequency band
but unfortunately no theoretical expectations have been given about the
shape and width of this band, this problem being more difficult than
ordinary line-width theory. B ro e r14)15) suggested that the expression
X"(H = 0)1xov = | (jt/2)*

exp(—v2/2vld)

(4.1)

might be used to estimate the low-frequency (v^raa) value p' of x"{H=0)/xovThe low-frequency band must be expected to be well separated from the
bands at di/h = 8.1 GHz and dn/h = 4.5 GHz, but not from that at the
uncertain frequency dm/h & 1 GHz.
t
—
rr
2 0 0 0 Oe

'1000

O Oe
J__ |_L

1000

’2 0 0 0 Oe

0.1 „ 0 2

0.4 0.6

1

4

6 8 10 GHz

Fig. 4-5. x'/xad (upper diagram) and zVZad (lower diagram) at 20.4°K in powdered
CrK(S04)2.12H20 as a function of log v at different parallel static fields H//. The data
in this figure have been derived from the figures 4-2 and 4-3. The lines have been drawn
through the points; in the lower diagram also the data of V e rs te lle below 0.1 GHz
have been taken into account for drawing the lines.

In fields that are large compared with Hi and with d/gf! one should expect
K ronig-B ouw kam p relaxation absorption at low frequencies34) 19) and
parallel-field resonance lines at high frequencies. In the intermediate
frequency-range, where we performed our measurements, x' should equal
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X bet = | %ad in a powder, if hyperfine and exchange interactions can be
neglected. It is known11) that the hyperfine structure is small and is present
only in 53Cr which has a natural abundance of 9.5%. There are no indications
for an appreciable exchange interaction. The K ro n ig -B o u w k a m p
relaxation absorption has not yet been found in CrK alum but in CrNHaCHa
alum there are experimental indications for i t 52) *).
At relatively low parallel fields (between H j and S/gfi) anomalous absorp
tion and dispersion have been observed by D e V rijer68) 67) and Vers t e l l e 52)59) at low frequencies (1 to 100 MHz) which has been called third
relaxation. A cross-relaxation mechanism involving two or more neigh
bouring spins has been suggested57) 9) 20) for its explanation.
The discussion of our results will be given successively for the cases of
perpendicular fields H x , zero field and parallel fields Hu.
The absorption in perpendicular fields is given in fig. 4-1. The results at
the two lowest frequencies roughly agree with the result of G a r ifia n o v 30)
at 0.545 GHz and 90°K. The maxima at the two highest frequencies occur
at fields hv/gvp with gp = 2.10 T: 0.04. In connection with this result of our
powder measurements, one should of course remember the considerable
anisotropy of the resonance spectrum and the existence of several resolved
resonance lines in single crystals. Thus, our results only give average data. In
high fields ( > 2 kOe) the accuracy is still sufficient for making the conclusion
that x "!xqv at a fixed field H ± decreases markedly with increasing frequency.
Just as for Gd2(S0 4 )3 . 8 H 2 0 this behaviour might be attributed to the zerofrequency satellite line. The early results of V o lg e r 63) 61) at 0.078 GHz are
in general agreement with this picture.
The zero-field absorption has been plotted as a function of the frequency
in fig. 4-6. Extrapolation of our results to zero frequency gives the value
p = 1.6 (GHz)-1 in agreement with the values of p obtained by several
authors63) 68) 59) from absorption measurements at frequencies below 0.1
GHz: 1.4 (GHz)-1 ■ZLp ^ 1.6 (GHz)-1. Thus, it is clear that formula (4.1),
represented by the dashed curve in fig. 4-6, merely gives the order of magni
tude. The experimental points can also not be fitted by a Gauss shapefunction with another line width. The experimental line shape is apparently
broadened in its tail and this might be due to the absorption line at the
frequency <5m\h s» 1 GHz, while the relatively steep fall at low frequencies
is perhaps connected with the anisotropy of the splittings of the energy
levels near zero field.
The behaviour in parallel fields (figs. 4-2, 4-3 and 4-5) is rather complicated.
The hump near 1 kOe in the 0.179 and 0.407 GHz lines in fig. 4-2 is apparent
ly related to the anomalies observed by D e V rijer and V e r s t e l l e at lower
frequencies but the relation is not quite clear and will not be discussed here
*) Dr. J. C. V erstelle has informed us that the figures 3 and 4 in reference 52) have been inter
changed.
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in detail. At 77°K (fig. 4-4) the humps have disappeared and our results
at this temperature agree with the result of G a rifia n o v 30) at 0.546 GHz
and 90°K. The weak humps in the 1.760 GHz line (fig. 4-2) can be attri
buted to poorly resolved parallel-field resonance lines. In fig. 4-5 it can
be seen that at Hu = 2 kOe the absorption is small in our frequency range.
The %'-data in the same figure indicate, in view of the K ram ers-K ro n ig
relations, that the greater part of the absorption at that field has shifted
towards higher frequencies (resonance lines) and a small part must be ex
pected to be present at lower frequencies (K ronig-B ouw kam p relaxation).
As mentioned already, this K ronig-B ouw kam p absorption has not yet
been found separately from the low-field absorptions and it might be that
the effect has been overlooked in the early measurements52). In high
parallel fields (2 to 3 kOe) our results on % give Xtetlxa d = 0 - 8 s ± 0 -1 in
accordance with the expected theoretical value |. In fields of 500 to 1000 Oe
%' is much lower, which must be connected with the mentioned anomalies
observed by De V rijer and V erstelle.

Fig. 4-6. x"(H = 0) Ixov at 20.4°K in powdered CrK(S04)2- 12H20 as a function of the
frequency v. The solid line is drawn through the points and the dashed line is according
to formula (4.1).

Generally, our results should be considered as giving a first orientation
and the qualitative behaviour of %’ and % . For obtaining more quantitative
information, we suggest the examination of powders and single crystals of
CrCs alum (or CrRb alum), in which so far only one zero-field splitting has
been found in paramagnetic resonance experiments.
5. Mn(NH4)2(SC>4)2.6H20. Results and discussion. The figures 5-1, 5-2
and 5-3 give our experimental results obtained at 20.4°K. The data in zero
and parallel fields have been plotted again as a function of the frequency
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(logarithmic scale) in fig. 5-4 together with results of V e rste lle 43) 59)
obtained at frequencies below 0.1 GHz.
Just as in Gd sulphate and CrK alum, the absorption must be of the
spin-spin type only, since spin-lattice absorption in parallel fields occurs
near 103 Hz at 77°K and 90°K54) 16) 64) and near 103 Hz at 20°K 4 ’) 4 6).
In two cases, namely for the absorption %"l%o in parallel fields at 0.409
and 1.772 GHz, we also measured at 77°K; the results agreed with the
corresponding data at 20°K.
Before discussing our data we sketch what would be expected from
theoretical considerations in combination with previous experimental data
concerning the MnNH4 salt.

JJj__ 0.5
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Fig. 5-1. x"lxo at 20.4°K in powdered Mn(NH4)2 (S0 4 )2 . 6 H 2 0 as a function of the
perpendicular static field H ^ at different frequencies.

The leading terms in the spin hamiltonian of one single ion (S = |) are
the Zeeman energy term, the term for the axial crystal field (D-term) and
the term for the nuclear (I = |) hyperfine structure {A-term). Further,
there is a weak term for the deviations from axial symmetry (£-term) and a
very small term for the cubical part of the crystal field (a-term)n ). The para
magnetic resonance data in one MnNH4 salt, highly diluted with Zn, could
thus be explained satisfactorily by B leaney and In g ra m 8) and the values
of D, E, A and a have been given at 20°K and higher temperatures by these
authors. The g-value is found to be 2.000, very near to the free spin value.
From the data at 20°K B leaney and In g r a m have calculated the zerofield energy levels. Neglecting the hyperfine structure (hfs) there would be
three twofold-degenerate levels at 0.093, —0.016 and —0.077 cm-1. The
D-term only (D/hc = 0.0277 cm- 1 *)) would give (10/3) Djhc = 0.0923
cm-1, —(2/3) D/hc = —0.018 5 cm- 1 and —(8/3) D/hc = —0.073g cm-1.
*) In a discussion of the magnetic behaviour of the undiluted salt at very low temperatures
M iedem a 48) arrives at D/hc = —0.020 cm-1, the main difference with B 1e a n e y ’s result being the
opposite sign of D.
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The hfs gives a splitting in three groups of 12 levels each, which groups
almost overlap each other as can be seen from fig. 8 in reference8).
In the undiluted salt, taking the lattice-sum 2 f 6 = 9.0 w2 for a Tutton
salt (see I), the dipole-dipole field can be calculated giving Hi — 0.65e kOe
which corresponds to a frequency
= 2$Hi\h — 1.84 GHz and thus
i>,jd/c = 0.061 cm-1. Taking the D-term only, one would expect zerofield absorption bands to lie near the frequencies 0, 2\D\/h and 4\D\/h,
having the intensities (2/ji) /band [x"lxov) dr = (53/105), (32/105) and
(20/105) respectively in a powder, as can be calculated analogously to the
case 5 = 1 15). These bands would overlap in the undiluted salt because of the
dipole-dipole interaction. Moreover, the bands will actually be smeared out
by the unresolved hfs and one can only predict that the largest values of
x"(H = 0)lxo will be found somewhere between about 2 and 3 GHz.

0.0

_Q5

15

W3C 4.0

Fig. 5-2. x7*ad at 20.4°K in powdered Mn(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 as a function of the
parallel static field H// at different frequencies.
Zad = *„/{! + H*/(6/C)} with (b/C)i = 0.80 kOe.

In parallel fields, that are large compared with Hi and with \D\lgfi, the
absorption spectrum should have the general character already described
in section 4. The low frequency absorption (K ronig-B ouw kam p relaxa
tion) has been found experimentally by S m its e.a. 52)43) 59) and extra
polation of their results to higher frequencies indicates that this band should be
observable, though only partly resolved, at our lowest frequency (0.18 GHz).
Just as for the Cu Tutton salts (see I) the intensity of the K ronig-Bouw 
k a mp relaxation band, Ii.t.u = /l.f .t a n d (x"lxov) dr, and the value of Xbetlxad
can be predicted for a powder from the different contributions to the heat
capacity per mole of the spin system in zero field. These contributions can
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be w ritten b^a/T2, bex/T 2, be\IT 2 (term due to the electrical crystal field
splittings) and &hfs/7’2 a t our tem peratures. The prediction of h.r.// and
XbetlXsiA can readily be made if the a-term (operator S4 + S* + S4) can be
neglected. Actually the value of a is found to be only 3% of the value of D
in the diluted salt a t 20°K 8) and so we do not expect th a t neglecting the
fl-term will introduce an appreciable error either in the diluted or in the
undiluted salt. One can then write for a powder (compare I ) :

(yfo/Xad) (2/ji)

— (3 b{ja

+

I

be\

-f- I èhfa

+ Öex)/i total

(5-1)

and
XbetlX&d = (|^dd +

1 + f^MsJ/^total(5.2)
The values of èei and bex are only roughly known in the undiluted salt and
so we give two possibilities in table II.
TABLE II
The contributions b to the spin heat capacity. T he intensity
of the K r o n i g - B o u w k a m p
relaxation band and the value of x'bet/x»d have been calculated from the V s. Two possibilities
are given in connection w ith the uncertainty in b e\ and bexValues of

b /R

in units 10-8(°K)2

bto t& ilR

b a a /R

b h ts /R

b 'l/R

33.,

11.3

4.6*)

10.8*)

Left for
b e x /R

7.0

calculated
value of
Xo
2
—-------- h i-n
X*4 w
0.38

calculated
value of
X'n.t
X»u
0.62

33.,

11.3
4.6*)
6.2**)
11.(
0.49
0.51
*) Calculated from the d a ta on the diluted salt a t 20° K 8).
**) Calculated from Djhc = —0.020 cm -1 48) and from the E-value of the diluted salt a t
20°K 8) **♦).

The values of I is .u and Xbetlx&d will respectively be somewhat decreased
and increased21) when taking an a-term into account.
Proceeding to the discussion of our d a ta we first consider the absorption
in perpendicular fields, given in fig. 5-1. The highest frequency used
(1.772 GHz) is slightly lower th an vaa (1.84 GHz) and therefore the qualitative
behaviour is not surprising. At the relatively low frequencies 0.179 and
0.409 GHz the absorption coefficients x "Ixov do not differ very much from
the early results of V o lg e r 64) obtained a t still lower frequencies as can be
seen in table III. The d a ta in large perpendicular fields (;> 2.4 kOe) in this
table give an indication for the existence of a low frequency satellite line,
ju st as in the Gd and Cr salt.
The zero-field absorption d a ta are in accordance w ith the rough ex
pectation. The zero-field curve in fig. 5-4 will presum ably pass a m aximum
a t about 3 GHz and the following descent will be rath er steep when plotted
versus the logarithm of the frequency.
***) The value b ^ R = 9.1 x 10-8(°K)8 in reference 48) (pg. 67 in the thesis and pg. 257 in
Proc. Kon. Acad.) is apparently in error.
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T ABLE III
Values of x'/xo’' a t several frequencies and perpendicular fields in powdered
Mn(NH4)a(S04)s.6H a0, in units (G H z)-1.
v

J \ i ï in kOe
in G H z \

0.00

0.20

0.40

0.80

1.60

2.40

3.20

4.00

-

o.oi n
0.0371 V o lg e r •«)
0.078J

0.79

0.77

' 0.58

0.40

0.12

0.05

0.02

0.179

0.69

0.66

0.58

0.37

0.13

0.05e

0.03i

0.02

- 0.409

0.55

0.54

0.48

0.32

o.io

0.04i

0 . 0 2j

0 . 01s

1.772

0.28

0.28

0.27s

0.24

0.07a

0 . 017

0.008

0 . 00s

In parallel fields (fig. 5-2) the curve at 0.179 GHz has a broad hump,
apparently due to the K ronig-B ouw kam p relaxation band, as can be seen
from fig. 5-4 in which also the data of V e rste lle 43) 59) (below 0.1 GHz)
have been plotted. In this figure it can also be seen that the low-frequency
tail of the parallel-field resonance bands decreases when these bands move
towards higher frequencies in large fields. K u ru s h in 38) has clearly detected
these bands ( a t a n d H h,
being the Larmor field hv/gfi) in his result
at 9.377 GHz and 290°K. The result AH// = 500 Oe {AH// is the field at
which x"{H/l)bco has half its zero-field value) of G a rifia n o v 31) at 0.295 GHz
and 90°K agrees with our results. The data on x' in fig. 5-3 agree with the
general picture. At parallel fields of about 3 kOe the value of Zbet/Zad can
be estimated from fig. 5-3, giving X b J x ^ = 0.7 ± 0.1. This is in agreement

no

Q ~------ A - p - p ~

Fig. 5-3. x'lxo a t 20.4°K in powdered Mn(NH4)2(S04)2.6H 20 as a function of the
parallel static field H// and the perpendicular static field
a t different frequencies.
0 ^ 0.179 GHz, H u
O ^ 0.179 GHz, H x
O =5= 0.409 GHz, H u
O =5= 0.409 GHz, H ±
□ .a. 1.218 GHz, Hu
A ^ 1.772 GHz, H u
A = 1.772 GHz, H x
The dashed line gives 1 — F = jfad/xo; see the caption of fig. 5-2.
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with the value of
derived from V e rste lle ’s d ata: (% o /% ad )(2 /^) h.r.// =
= O.25. Comparing this with the calculated values in table II one might
conclude that the value bex/R = 11.« X 10~3(°K)2 is too high and that
V e rste lle ’s and our data indicate that bex/R = 7 X 10~3(°K)2 or an even
smaller value give a better agreement. Neglecting the «-term (cubical part
of the crystal field) is, as mentioned, perhaps not allowed and therefore our
conclusion on bex is not completely justified.
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Fig. 5-4. x'lxad (upper diagram) and x"lx*& (lower diagram) at 20.4°K in powdered
Mn(NH,s)2(SC)4)2.6H20 as a function of log v at different parallel static fields H//.
The data in this figure have been derived from the figures 5-2 and 5-3. The points in
the lower diagram below 0.1 GHz have been obtained from measurements o fV e r ste lle .
The lines have been drawn through the points.

6. FeNH 4(S04 )2-I 2H 2O. Results and discussion. We have investigated
FeNH 4(S04 )2- I 2H 2O at 0.409 and 1.325 GHz only. The results obtained at
20.4°K have been presented in the figures 6-1, 6-2 and 6-3. As mentioned in
section 2, the absolute values of x’lx 0 at 1 325 GHz might have a systematic
error of plus or minus 20%. Also in some other respects the results at 1.325
GHz are less accurate then those at 0.409 GHz as can be seen from the spread
of the points.
Spin-lattice relaxation occurs near 106 Hz at 77°K54) and below 105 Hz
at 20°K 60). At 0.409 GHz we measured the absorption in parallel fields also
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at 77°K, which gave slightly larger values of %"l%o than at 20°K in fields
above 500 Oe. The difference has a maximum value 0.01 near 800 Oe and
has decreased to about 0.003 in fields of 1500 to 2000 Oe. At first sight one
is inclined to attribute this difference to spin-lattice relaxation absorption
at 77°K, but extrapolation with a Debije curve of the data of T eu n issen
and G orter54) gives at 0.409 GHz a maximium spin-lattice absorption
of only x" = 0.003%o (roughly at 600 Oe) and an absorption %"= 0.002%o at
1600 Oe. It is thus quite possible that part of the difference is due to a change
in the spin system itself such as a temperature dependence of the crystal
field parameters (compare the results of paramagnetic resonance in other
iron alums11)). At 20°K our absorption data must be of the spin-spin type
only.

0.0

H
jl

3.0 kOe

3.5

Fig. 6-1. x"lx o at 20.4°K in powdered FeNH4(S04)2. 12H20 as a function of the
perpendicular static field H L at two frequencies. The inaccuracy of the absolute
values of x’lx o is estimated to be 5% and 20% for 0.409 and 1.325 GHz respectively.

FeNH4 alum is in some respects similar to the MnNH4 Tutton salt of the
preceding section. In both salts L = 0, S = | and 2fiHi is of the same order
of magnitude as the zero-field splittings. Differences are, however, the crystal
field symmetry, the absence in iron alum of an observable hyperfine in
teraction (only 2.17% of the iron ions have a nuclear spin I % 0) and likely
also the absence of an appreciable exchange interaction.
The values of the dipole-dipole field Hi and of the corresponding
frequency vaa = 2^H\jh are calculated to be 445 Oe and 1.25 GHz.
Paramagnetic resonance has been observed by U bbink, J. A. P o u lis and
G orter55) in the diluted salt Fei/so AI79/80 NH4(S04)2- I2 H 2 O and P. H. E.
M eijer47) could explain these data very well by assuming cubic and axial
crystal fields of the same order of magnitude to be present *). As a
*) I t should be noted th at B o w ers and O w en 11) have m ade a mistake when quoting M eijer’s
value |c| = § \D\ = 0.016 ± 0.001 cm*1.
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result of the unknown sign of the crystal field parameters, there are two
possibilities for the three energy levels in zero field (see Meijer 47)).
The first possibility would give zero-field absorption bands near the frequen
cies 0, 2.1, 2.4 and 4.5 GHz and the second possibility would give bands near
0, 0.9, 3.5 and 4.4 GHz. Some of the bands will of course overlap since
Vdd = 1.25 GHz. The calculation of the intensities of the bands would be
rather laborious and has been performed only for the simpler case of a pure
cubic field35).

3.0

kOe 3.5

Fig. 6-2. z7Zad a t 20.4°K in pow dered F e N H ^ S O ^ - I 2 H 2 O as a function of th e
parallel sta tic field H ji a t tw o frequencies. T he inaccuracy of th e absolute values of
x’lxad is estim ated to be 5% and 20% for 0.409 and 1.325 G H z respectively.
Xad = Xo/{l + Hf,HblC)} w ith (b/C)i = 0.51 kOe.

In large parallel fields K ro nig-B ouw kam p relaxation absorption has
been observed by Sm its, D erksen, V e rstelle and G o rte r52), the ab
sorptions being given in arbitrary units. Taking V olger’s 63) low-frequency
value
= 0-7 (GHz)-1 for the zero-field absorption, it follows that the
maxima of %"/%ad have roughly the value 0.06. In case of a Debije curve for
the K r o n i g-B o u w k a m p absorption band, one would then expect Xbetlx*a —
= 1 — 2 X 0.06 = 0.88, but it is quite possible that this band is somewhat
broader than a Debije curve, just as in Cu(NHi) 2(804 )2- 6 ^ 0 and
Mn(NH4)2(S04 )2-6H 20 . In that case a lower value would be expected for
XbetlXai- The theoretical value of Xbetjx*& in a powder should lie between
I and 1, if exchange and hfs interaction can be neglected21).
In vièw of the several uncertainties mentioned we shall restrict the discus
sion of our experimental results to the case of parallel fields. The qualitative
behaviour of %" and is similar to that of the three salts of the preceding
sections, apart from the anomalies in CrK alum at low fields. Again, the
main part of the absorption shifts towards higher frequencies upon in
creasing the field (fig. 6-2). Correspondingly, the data in fig. 6-3 yield
Jfbet/Zad = 0.8 ± 0 . 1, which is in accordance with the rough expectation.
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Just as in K u ru s h in ’s38) observation for Mn(NH4)2(S04 )2-6H 20 the
parallel-field resonance bands have been found qualitatively in FeNH 4(S04 )2.
I 2H 2O at 9.3 GHz and 295°K by K u tu z o v 40).

3.0

kOe

as

Fig. 6-3. x'lx0 at 20.4°K in powdered FeNH4(S04)2- 12H20 as a function of the
parallel static field H// and the perpendicular static field H ± at two frequencies.
O =£= 0.409 GHz, H„
□ ^ 1.325 GHz, Hu

o ^ 0.409 GHz, H ±
□ ^ 1.325 GHz, H L

For the fields at which x ’lx° has half its zero-field value G a rifia n o v 30)
has observed AHu = 480 Oe and AH ^ = 730 Oe at 0.540 GHz and 90°K.
These values are somewhat larger than our corresponding values at 0.409
GHz (20 and 77°K) : AH// = 330 Oe and AH± = 630 Oe. From inter
polation between our different frequencies it follows that the rather serious
discrepancy for AH// cannot be attributed to a frequency difference.
7. MnCl2-4H20. Results and discussion. Remarks on exchange narrowing.
MnCl2.4H20 has been investigated by us at the frequencies 0.411 GHz
(figs. 7-1 and 7-2) and 1.327 GHz. The results of the early measurements
at the latter frequency are rather inaccurate and we shall mention them
without giving figures. Due to the large value of b/C (strong exchange
interaction), we cannot derive the values x'lxo as easily from the observations
as could be done in the salts of the preceding sections. It will be discussed
how x'lx 0-values have nevertheless been derived from fig. 7-1.
Before doing so, we shall summarize the relevant data from other sources
about MnCl2.4H20. Below TN = 1.62°K the salt is antiferromagnetic and
above 3.5°K the static susceptibility follows the Curie-Weiss law *0 =
— d ( T — 0) with 0 — —2.0°K for the powder12), S = f, g = 2.0q
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(isotropic)32). Van den B roek e.a.12) have examined spin-lattice relaxation
at liquid helium temperatures and have discussed the relation between xm
and the heat capacity CM = 6/T2 of the spin system. At T > 14°K one has
in a good approximation:
Zad/Zo = (1 + Hj/IHQ-i,

(7.1)

Hl = {(T-e)IT}»blC.

(7 .2)

in which
V an den B roek’s value of b/C is 19.5 (kOe)2. Miss V oorhoeve and
D o k o u p il66) derive from heat capacity measurements b/C = 17.5 (kOe)2.

-loo

0.411 GHz

-200

-30 0

-432

Fig. 7-1. The change vr(0) — t>r(H) of the cavity resonance frequency (which is
proportional to jf'(H) — %'(0)) at 20.4°K and 0.411 GHz in powdered MnCl2.4HaO,
as a function of the parallel static field H// and the perpendicular static field H The
dashed horizontal lines give the extrapolated values for H . = oo and H// = oo, the
latter extrapolation having been made with the aid of the calculated curve (solid line
in the figure) vr(0) —vT{H//) = —cH^/(Hji + H\) with c = 432 kHz and H \ = 23.1
(kOe)2. The quantity vT(H // = oo) — vr(H^ = oo) = 439 kHz, derived from other
data, has also been indicated in the figure.

The early data of T eu n issen and G o rte r54) and of S ta r r 53) are at 77°K:
H \ = 19.5 and 19.8 (kOe)2 respectively. Using formula (7.2) this gives
b/C = 18.0 and 18.3 (kOe)2 respectively. We shall use an average value
b/C = 18.0 (kOe)2. The dashed lines in fig. 7-2 have been computed using
this value and the formulae (7.1) and (7.2).
From extrapolation of the data on spin-lattice relaxation of T eu n issen
and G o r t e r l.c., the spin-lattice absorption %" at 0.411 GHz and 77°K is
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expected to be at most 0.00 l%o and thus our absorptions certainly are pure
spin-spin absorptions.
Taking the lattice sum of a simple cubic lattice of the same density, the
dipole-dipole field is found to be Hi = 1.37 kOe and correspondingly
Vdd = 3.85 GHz and iaa/C = 0.94 (kOe)2. The value of (&ei + &ms)/C
is not known, but it is expected to be relatively small since it amounts only to
0.25 (kOe)2 in Mn(NH4)2(S0 4 )2 . 6 H 20 . The main part of the heat capacity
of the spin system should therefore be due to exchange interaction which,
as a result, can be estimated to be Hex = (2èex/C)* = 6 kOe. Approximately
the same value would result from the Curie-Weiss temperature 0 = —2.0°K
if the salt would be considered as a simple cubic lattice, exchange inter
action occurring between nearest neighbours only.

7 7 °K *

8

kCe

9

Fig. 7-2. x"lxo at 20°K and 77°K in powdered MnCl2.4H20 as a function óf the
parallel static field H / / and the perpendicular static field
at the frequency 0.411
GHz. The dashed lines give 0.187xaa/xo according to the formulae (7.1) and (7.2) with
( b / Q i
- 4.24 kOe and © =
—2.0°K. The solid lines have been drawn through the
measured points.

Paramagnetic resonance at about 9 GHz and room temperature has been
observed by C um m erow e.a. (1947)24), K um agaie.a. (1952)36), L acro ix
(1954)41), M acLean e.a. (1955)45) and K u ru sh in (1959)39). The latter
author also gives the absorption in parallel fields. The data of T eu n issén
and G o rte r l.c. indicate that spin-lattice relaxation plays no röle at 9 GHz,
not even at room temperature. L a c ro ix has measured both %"{HL) and
X ' { H ± ) and has compared his results with rather artificial Lorentzian line54

shape functions. Comparison with the well-known formulae of K ronig,
Van Vleck, W eisskopf and F rö h lic h for a Lorentzian line shape:

*

4 r—.. .■

xpv

2 L 1 + p2(v — vl)2

__ 1

1 + p2(v

(7.3)
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+ vl)
1 + p2(v + vl)2
p (v

J’

(7.4)

in which vl = gflH±/h, might have been preferable. If pv
1, the left hand
term in formula (7.3) is dominating near the centre of the line and leeds
to a full line-width at half height of AH = 4n/py (y = gP/fi). L a c ro ix ’
results roughly agree with (7.3) and (7.4); the line width is found to be
anisotropic: 4nIpy == 1.5 and 2.4 kOe in two directions. From his results
one can also obtain reasonable values for x!'{fl = 0)Ixo: 0.17 and 0.34 in
the same two directions, both at 9.39 GHz. For the line width AH in the
powder at A = 3 cm and room temperature, the values 2.3, 1.35, 1.4 and
1.9 kOe are obtained from the data of Cum m erow, K um agai, M acLean
and K u ru sh in respectively. The first value seems to be doubtful45).
L a n c a s te r and G o rd y 42) have obtained AH = 0.7 kOe at 24.12 GHz.
Fig. 7-1 presents our data on the change of the cavity resonance frequency
vT as a function of Hn and H x . The quantity plotted vertically is:
MO) — vt{H) = 2nqvi{x'{H) — %'(0)}

(7.5)

(compare I section 2). The extrapolated value for infinitely large parallel fields
in fig. 7-1 can be obtained with the aid of two independent methods of about
the same accuracy. In the first method we use the drawn curve rr(0) —
— vT(H//) = —cH2tl(Hji -)- H\) which fits the measured points very well
if we choose c = 432 kHz and H\ = 23.1 (kOe)2 (solid line in fig. 7-1).
Although deviations from this curve should be expected to occur at high
fields (about 15 to 20 kOe) in view of the theoretical value of Xbetlxad (see
below), vr(0) — vt(H// = oo) may be expected to differ from —c by only a
few percent. In the second method we use the relation vt(H// = oo) —
— vt(H l = oo) .= 2nqx<jVT, in which the filling factor q can be obtained by
comparison with samples of a number of other salts (compare I section 2h:
check about the relative values of q). The result is vt (H// = oo) —
— vT(H± = oo) = 439 kHz (see fig. 7-1). This would give rr(0) — vT(H// =
== oo) = — 439 + 23 = — 416 kHz. Using the average value vr(0) —
— vt (H// = oo) = — 424 ± 8 kHz we obtain x{H - 0)/xo = 0.948 ±
± 0.002 and xHfin — 8 kOe)/^o = 0.238 ± 0.014. This latter result can
also be written as x i^ll = 8 kOe)/^ad = 0.88 ± 0.08, if %aa is taken from
the formulae (7.1) and (7.2) with b/C = 18 ± 1 (kOe)2 {H2 = 23.8 ± 1
(kOe)2 at 20.4°K).
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If one tries to fit the measured perpendicular-field absorption in fig. 7-2
with formula (7.3), the best agreement is obtained with p «a O.45 (GHz)-1
or 4Ti/py tv 1.6 kOe, but then the deviations still amount to 10% which is
above the estimated inaccuracy of 5%.
At v = 1.327 GHz we obtained the following results. %'{H = 0)/xo =
= 0.75 ± 0.05. The absorption x"!xad 1S ln l°w parallel fields approximately
constant and decreases slowly in higher fields to the value (%7 %ad)(#// =
= 8 kOe) = 0.8 X {x"lx*<i)(H = °)- The value of (*7%ad)(H = 0) =
= (x"lxo)(H — 0) is OA7 ± 0.1. The absorption in perpendicular fields is
approximately constant from 0 to 0.5 kOe and then decreases in higher
fields; at H ± = 1.4 kOe the absorption has decreased to half the zero-field
value.
Both our data and the data at about 9 GHz on powdered MnCl2 . 4 H 2O in
zero and perpendicular fields can roughly be described by the formulae (7.3)
and (7.4) with p tv 0.45 (GHz)-1 or AH s 4n\py tv 1.6 kOe. It is interesting
to compare this result with the model of exchange narrowing of A nderson
and W e iss2) or with the model of the “mixed” curve given by formula
(8) in I. Starting from fixed values of the second and fourth moments, our
model and that of A nderson and W eiss are found to predict equal results
for the width of the approximately Lorentzian line in cases of relatively
strong exchange interaction. In the usual notation of A nderson and
W eiss, the full line-width at half height is
M = 2 X (10/3) HllHe = 2H?/He

(7.6)

if HL < He. The parameter He( = (oely) is obtained from the relation
<(Jto)4>/<(dco)2> = 3<(dco)2> + (ti12) to\. Using Van V leck ’s expressions
for the fourth and second moments 56) in the case of a simple cubic lattice
(calculated with the truncated Hamiltonian) one obtains*).
He = {2.83 S(S + })}* 2Jlgfi,

(7.7)

and from this the relation
Hex = 1 - 4 6 He

(7.8)

can be derived for this lattice. Miss W r i g h t 70) calculated the moments for
the case of zero field and correspondingly she uses the total instead of the
truncated Hamiltonian. Her result for the same simple cubic lattice leads
to the relation
Hex = 1 .1 4 H e.
(7-9)
*) A n d e r so n and W e is s apparently erroneously identified their constant J with Van V le c k ’s
constant A. The correct relation is, however, 2 J = A since the exchange energy between neighbour
ing spins 1S1 and S2 is respectively given by 2j S i • S2 and A Si • 1S2. All the values of He in the paper
of A n d e r s o n and W e iss ought therefore to be multiplied by a factor of 2, which would spoil to a
certain extent the agreement between the calculated and the observed line widths.
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If both Van V leck’s and Miss W rig h t’s calculations are accurate, the
difference between (7.8) and (7.9) indicates that <(da>)4>/<(da>)2> — 3<(dw)2> depends on truncation and a corresponding difference between
the Lorentzian line width Au> at H = 0 and at Hi
H
He should occur.
In other words: the parameter p in the formulae (7.3) and (7.4) would not be
accurately constant from H = 0 to .Hi < H < He. Experimentally there
are no indications for such a field-dependence of p, but one should remember
that in practice there are complicating factors, such as the lattice not being
simple cubic, the unknown influence of electric splittings and hyperfine
structures, anisotropy, and in some cases the line broadening due to the
heat contact with the lattice. We shall use here and in the next two sections
the average relation
Hex = 1 -3 He.
(7.10)
Using the values Hex = 6 kOe and Hi = 1.37 kOe, mentioned at the be
ginning of this section, we obtain from (7.10) and (7.6) AH = 0.8 kOe,
which is smaller by a factor 2 than the experimental value. This factor
might perhaps be explained by the thus far neglected electric splittings and
the hyperfine structure2).
Finally, we shall discuss our data in parallel fields. From fig. 7-2 it can be
seen that the values x "Ix*a are little if at all dependent upon the tempera
ture. The absorption band in a x"IXa,A versus log v graph appears to shift
slightly towards higher frequencies when the field is increased from H = 0
to H/i = 8kOe. The same effect may be derived from K u ru s h in ’s data.
We do not know an explanation of this effect. It should be expected that in
higher fields (> 8 kOe) a relatively strong K ronig-B ouw kam p absorption
band moves towards lower frequencies. At 0.411 GHz and 20°K (fig. 7-2)
x”IX&a seems to increase again from the value 0.133 at 6 kOe to the value 0.14
at 8 kOe and this might indicate the beginning of the K ronig-B ouw kam p
absorption. Of course x'Ix&a has not at all reached the value Xbetlx&A at H /l= ®
kOe. In view of the strong exchange interaction Xbetlxad should be small,
probably of the order 0.2 or 0.1. It would be interesting to perform measure
ments in fields up to at least 20 kOe.
8. CuS04 5H20. Results and discussion. We have investigated CuS04.
.5H20 at 0.409 and 1.329 GHz. The results are given in the figures 8-1,
8-2 and 8-3. We shall only give a provisional discussion of these data,
postponing a more complete discussion until more data are available.
In contrast with the salts of the preceding sections, it is not known
whether at about 20°K the spin-lattice relaxation occurs at frequencies
low compared with our frequencies. De V rijer’s observation67) that at
11 MHz and 20°K x equals
within 2% in parallel fields up to 4 kOe
indicates that this is not so, because it follows from heat capacity data25) that
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(&/C)4 s» 13 kOe*) and thus %'{Hu = 4 kOe) should have been 0.9^o if the
spin-lattice relaxation would have occurred below 11 MHz.
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Fig. 8-1. The change vr(0) — vt (H) of the cavity resonance frequency (which is pro
portional to x( H) — x '(0 )) at 20.4°K and 0.409 GHz in powdered C11SO4. 5H 2C) as a
function of the parallel static field H// and the perpendicular static field H
The
dashed horizontal lines give the extrapolated values for H ^ = 00 and Hu = 00. The
solid lines have been drawn through the measured points. The quantity vT(H// = 00) —
— vt(H^ = 00) = 77.6 kHz, derived from other data, has also been indicated in
the figure.

The good fit obtained at 0.409 GHz with formula (7.3) where p = 6.5
(GHz)"1 (g = 2.2; 4njpy = 100 Oe) (fig. 8-2) suggests that the zero-field
absorption is likely to follow a Debije curve (v±, = 0 in formula (7.3)) with
the same p-value. At 77°K the absorption has been found not to differ from
that at 20°K (fig. 8-2). The absorption at 1.329 GHz can also approximately
be described by formula (7.3), AH = 4n/py being about 10% larger, which
difference might well be attributed to the anisotropy of g. V olger’s62) 61)
perpendicular-field absorptions at 6 to 78 MHz (77 and 90°K) approximately
fit formula (7.3) with 4n/py = 100 Oe, apart from the absolute values which
are lower by a constant factor 0.65. The absolute values of De V rijer’s 67)
zero-field absorption data at 1 to 10 MHz and 20°K are even lower by a
factor 0.23 than would be expected from formula (7.3) with p = 6.5 (GHz)-1.
Fig. 8-1 is analogous to fig. 7-1. The extrapolated value for vr(H// = 00) —
— vT(0) is 8.1 kHz or slightly larger. A smaller value would give a negative
sign for %' at H// = 5 to 8 kOe while a considerably larger value would
conflict with vT(H// = 00) — vT(H± = 00) = 77.g ± 3 kHz, obtained from
a comparison with the samples of a number of other salts (I section 2h).
The measured points x'llo in perpendicular fields, derived from fig. 8-1,
*) V o lo k h ó v a »5) has derived (6/C)* rs 0.7 kOe from x "(# //) a t °-6 G H z> b u t the metho<J used
is subject to serious doubt (see below and section 10; note th a t p'v > 1 for v = 0.6 GHz).
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approximately fit formula (7.4) with p = 6.1 (GHz)-1, apart from small
but distinct deviations below about 100 Oe. For instance, the experimental
value in zero field is %(H = 0)lxo — 0.10 0.01, while 1/(1 + p2va) equals
0.138 and 0.124 for p = 6.1 and 6.5 (GHz)"1 respectively. A “mixed”
curve, according to formula (9) in I, gives a slightly better agreement, if a
reasonable value for the exchange parameter a. is chosen (0.01).

0 . 4 0 9 GHz

1200

Oe

Fig. 8-2. The measured points x"lxo al 20.4°K and 0.409 GHz in powdered CuSCU.
. 5 H 2O as a function of the perpendicular static field H The line gives the Lorentzian
line shape calculated according to formula (7.3) with g = 2.2 and p — 6.5 (GHz)-1 (full
line-width at half height AH = 4ji/py = 100 Oe).

Supposing the heat contact with the lattice not to contribute to the line
width, one may compare the experimental line width AH = 100 Oe with
the prediction of AH obtained from the formulae (7.6) and (7.10) for
exchange-narrowing in a simple cubic lattice. Taking the lattice-sum
of a s.c. lattice of the same density, the dipole-dipole field is found to
be Hi = 0.40 kOe. Using further the value 2~^He% = (iex/C)1 = 13kOe
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(see above) the calculated line width is AH = 22 Oe, which is 4.5 times
smaller than the observed value. If the value of the Weiss constant 0 =
= —0.60°K5) is used for estimating the magnitude of the exchange in
teraction (still using the s.c. lattice model with 6 nearest neighbours), the
calculated line width is AH — 73 Oe. It is remarkable that this second
evaluation gives a much more satisfactory result than that making use of the
b/C-value. But it must be kept in mind that in the present case the exchange
interactions have a very different character from that described by the
model supposing equal interactions with 6 neighbours49). In connection
herewith, we should also mention the paper of B ag g u ley and G rif fith s 3)
who measured single crystals at room temperature at the frequencies 10, 24
and 35 GHz. They found, among other things, an anisotropy of the line
width: AH varies between about 50 and 110 Oe for those directions of H that
make equal angles with the tetragonal axes of the two ions and where there
is thus no contribution from the anisotropy of g.

0 .4 0 9

GHz

— SsJJ
1.329 GHz

kOe

9

Fig. 8-3. x"lxo in powdered CuS04.5H 20 as a function of the parallel static field H//.
• ^ 0.409 GHz, 77.3°K
□ ^ 1.329 GHz, 20.4°K
O g i 0.409 GHz, 20.4°K
© ^ 0.409 GHz,' 14.3°K ’
The lines have been drawn through the points, neglecting the excess of the points at
350 to 550 Oe in the 1.329 GHz measurement, which is due to deviations from the
parallelism of H // and the high frequency field in this early measurement.

Finally we consider the absorption in parallel fields (fig. 8-3). Our result
at 0.409 GHz can be compared with those of V o lo k h o v a65) obtained at
0.6 GHz and 290°K. There seems to be a strong discrepancy but in fig. 1 of
V olokhova *"(#// = 2 kOe) is assumed to be zero which is certainly not
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true as can be seen in our fig. 8-3, in which the zero level of the absorption
has been derived from %" in large perpendicular fields. It was mentioned
already that at zero field a Debij e-shape absorption may be supposed to
occur with a peak at about 160 MHz. In a x" versus log v diagram the ab
sorption curve appears to shift towards lower frequencies under the influence
of a parallel field. If we correct the absolute values of the absorptions found
by V olger62) 61) and De V rije r67) upwards according to the mentioned
factors 0.65 and 0.23 we find that at H// = 4 kOe the absorption still
roughly has a Debije shape, the top being shifted by a factor 4.5 towards
35 MHz.
One gets the impression that the behaviour of x' and %" in parallel fields in
CUSO4. 5H 2O resembles that of the free radical D PPH 58) 59). Regardless
of the corrections made to V olger’s and De V rijer’s data, it is clear that
the absorption observed cannot be ascribed to spin-lattice absorption as
these authors did. The same applies for the absorption observed at 10.5 MHz
and 290°K by V olokh o v a 65). The situation as to the spin-lattice relaxation
is, however, not clear. The emphasis placed by M iedema, V an K em pen,
H ased a and H u isk a m p 49) on the two different kinds of copper ions in the
lattice which might lead to the separation of the spin system into two very
different sub-systems considerably complicates the state of affairs. The
discrepancy between the observed AH and the one evaluated with the aid of
(7.6) and (7.10) may be connected with this and in this light it is even
remarkable that the formulae (7.3) and (7.4) give such an adequate descrip
tion of our data. It is evident, however, that further research is required
before definite conclusions can be drawn.
9. CUCI2. 2H 2O. Results and discussion. The exchange interactions in
CUCI2. 2H 2O are stronger than in CUSO4. 5H 2O and, correspondingly, a
more pronounced narrowing in perpendicular fields is observed. Fig. 9-1
shows that the data at our lowest frequency can very well be described by
the formulae (7.3) and (7.4), in which we took p = 11.7 (GHz)-1 and
g = 2.16, corresponding to AH = 4n/py = 56 Oe. It should be noted that
the points x'lxo have been obtained from the observed values rj(0) — vT(H±)
by adding such an amount for vT(H// = 00) — vr(0), and then dividing by
vT(H// = 00) — vT(Hx = 00), that the resulting value for %'(H — 0)/xo fits
with formula (7,4). It was not possible to measure vT(H// = 00) — rr(0)
because the highest field (8 kOe) remains small compared with the exchange
field. Our p-value is in good agreement with V e rste lle ’s 59) value p = 12.0
(GHz)-1, obtained from absorption data at the frequencies 12 to 90 MHz.
V erstelle has already remarked (using some of our data) that the zerofield absorption is very close to a Debije curve in the interval 12 to 1800 MHz.
The line w'dth is found to increase with increasing frequency: 58 Oe at
0.415 GHz (at both 20, 77 and 290°K), 70 Oe at 1.326 GHz and 107 Oe at
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3.18 GHz. This effect is certainly due to the anisotropy of g. The zero-field
absorption still follows a Debije curve with p = 12 (GHz)-1 at 1.77 GHz.
For 3.18 GHz a value of x"[H = 0)/*0 = 0.026 is expected from the Debije
curve, whereas we observed (at 20°K) %"(H = 0)/*o ^ 0.01. This observation
should be repeated.
0 .1 7 9

0 .1 7 9

GHz

GHz

3 5 0 Oc

400

Fig. 9-1. The measured points x'lxo (upper diagram) and %"lxo (lower diagram) at
20.4°K and 0.179 GHz in powdered CuCl2.2H20 as a function of the perpendicular
static field H ± . The lines give the Lorentzian curves, calculated according to the
formulae (7.3) and (7.4) with g = 2.16 and p = 11.7 (GHz)-1 (AH = 4n/py = 56 Oe).
The points x'lxo have been derived from the observations by adding an appropriate
amount for vr(H// = oo) — vr(0) to the observed values vT(0) — vT(H ±) (see the text).

In parallel fields up to 8 kOe both %" and % did not differ from their values
at H = 0 within the experimental error ± 0.0 l%o, with the exception of
X" at 0.179 GHz which seemed to increase roughly linearly with the field
Hu by an amount 0.03*0 from 0 to 8 kOe. A decrease rather than an
increase would be expected from a comparison with CUSO4 . 5 H 2 O and
DPPH58)59).

Just as in CuS04.5H20 the quantity bjC is known only from specific
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heat data28) : (è/C)* = 44 kOe. It is striking that at a fixed frequency above
p-1 the absorption x"lxo decreases considerably when going from H = 0
to Hu =
in CUSO4.5H2O and that also a decrease is observed in
DPPH, whereas x'lx0 is approximately constant in CUCI2.2H2O.
We have calculated the lattice-sum
6 for CUCI2.2H2O (a:b:c =
= 0.918 : 1 : 0.463), obtaining the value 13.45w2 (compare I section 4;
in a simple cubic lattice this value is 8.4 n2). With the molar volume 67 cm3
and g = 2.16, we arrive for the powder at Hi — 0.81 kOe, which is approxi
mately the same value as was calculated by V ers t e ll e 59).
The line width AH calculated in the same way as was done for CuSC>4.5H2O
is 28 or 35 Oe if the exchange is estimated from (tex/Q* = 44 kOe or from
the Weiss constant 0 = —5.0°K (and 6 nearest neighbours) respectively.
The rough agreement with the observed value AH = 56 Oe is not unsatis
factory.
10. Some concluding remarks. In the sections 7, 8 and 9 (strong exchange
interaction) Lorentzian line shapes have been found in perpendicular fields.
In the sections 3, 4 and 5 a zero-frequency satellite line has been found in
perpendicular fields22) that are large compared with (è/C)*. The intensity
I [x"!xov) dv of this line is of the same order of magnitude as the intensity
of the K ronig-B ouw kam p relaxation band in parallel fields, but its width
in a graph of x"lxov versus v is, in contradistinction to that of the latter band,
only slightly field-dependent.
In the sections 7, 8 and 9 no explanation has been offered for the behaviour
of x! and x" in parallel fields which are smaller than about (6/C)h
In the sections 3 to 6 the general behaviour of %"(v) and x'(v) in parallel
fields that are large compared with (b/C)* agrees with the theoretical
predictions18) 19). In parallel fields of the order of (b/C)* no rigorous theoreti
cal predictions have been given for cases of small exchange interaction. In
Gd2(S04)3.8H20 , Mn(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 and FeNH4(S04)2.12HaO one
observes that the low-frequency part (p’v < 1) of x"lxad shifts towards
higher frequencies when H// increases from zero to about one or two times
(&/C)} (figs. 3-4 and 5-4). This might be due to a general increase of the
resonance frequencies, part of which will ultimately go over into the parallelfield resonance lines, concentrated near vl and 2v\J. S h a p o sh n ik o v 50) has
proposed to describe the resulting rapid decrease of x" at low frequencies by
x"lxo = p'?( 1 — F)2

(10.1)

in which 1 — F = x&alxo- It cannot be denied that (10.1) gives a reasonably
good description of the experimental data with a constant value for p in
Gd2(S04)3-8H20 , Mn(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 , FeNH4(S04)2.12H20
and
CuCs2(SC>4)2.6H2O at frequencies smaller than or equal to about 0.3/p' if
the fields are not too large. In large fields the Kro ni g- Bo uw k am p ab63

sorption gives rise to complications, especially at low frequencies (p'v < 0.1).
This K ronig-B ouw kam p absorption is of the order %" = 0.1 %ad, which is
not more than O.Ol^o for Hu = Sfi/C)* and which therefore is easily over
looked or may be swamped by the spin-lattice absorption at liquid air or
higher temperatures. The formula (10.1) is not at all satisfied in CrK(SC>4 ) 2 •
. 12 H 2 O at 20°K (third relaxation) and in the salts with rather strong
exchange interaction. This sheds doubt on the sometimes-followed procedure
deriving bfC fromthedata on %" making use of the formula mentioned65)81)31).
Note added in the proof. Quite recently, Dr. A. D. P ick ar has performed
(thesis, University of Maryland, U.S.A., 1962) zero-field absorption measure
ments at a large number of frequencies between 0.13 and 4.0 GHz, using a
long tunable coaxial resonant cavity. A series of powdered paramagnetic
crystals have been investigated and nearly all measurements have been
performed at liquid helium temperatures. Some of the interesting results do
not quite agree with our results. The differences require further study.
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SAMENVATTING
In dit proefschrift worden resultaten en discussies gegeven van m etingen
der susceptibiliteitscom ponenten %' en %" van param agnetische kristallen
poeders die in goede benadering voldoen aan de wet van Curie en waarin
slechts de electronenspins bijdragen to t de m agnetisatie. De metingen
werden uitgevoerd bij een aantal vaste frequenties v in het decimetergolvengebied (200 to t 3000 MHz) bij een tem peratuur van 20°K en in enkele ge
vallen ter controle ook bij 14, 77 of 290°K. Bij een m eting bevindt het pre
paraat zich op een vaste plaats in het hoogfrequente magnetische veld
(orde van grootte 0,1 Oe) van een resonerende trilholte, terwijl bovendien
een tussen 0 en ruim 8000 Oe te variëren statisch m agneetveld H kan wor
den aangelegd, evenwijdig aan (H/,) of loodrecht op (H J het hoogfrequente
veld. In de paragrafen 2 van de beide hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift
wordt een beschrijving gegeven van de m eetm ethoden die veel verw ant
schap vertonen m et gebruikelijke m ethoden voor centimetergolven. U it de
waarnemingen worden x' en x" berekend als fracties van xo, de statische
susceptibiliteit bij de heersende tem peratuur.
H et onderzoek beweegt zich nabij de grens tussen de terreinen para
magnetische spin-spinrelaxatie en param agnetische resonantie. Spinroosterrelaxatie speelt bij de gebruikte frequenties en tem peraturen vrijwel
geen rol.
In hoofdstuk I worden de m eetresultaten x'lxo en x"lxo van CuCs2(S04)2.
6H 20 en Cu(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 gegeven. Bij de discussies worden de volgen
de gevallen onderscheiden.
a) H = 0. In het Cs-zout, waarin de exchangewisselwerking (d.i. plaatsruilwisselwerking) zwak is, blijkt x"lxov vrij goed overeen te stemmen met
een Gauss-functie. In het N H 4-zout treedt een “exchange narrowing” op,
die behoorlijk beschreven kan worden m et het product van een Debije- en
een Gauss-functie. De resulterende momenten worden vergeleken m et de
formules van B r o e r en Miss W r ig h t, die door C a s p e rs zijn uitgebreid
door ook de zogenaamde hyperfijnwisselwerking (hfs) m et de koperkem en
in rekening te brengen. Hierbij w ordt gebruik gem aakt van de sterkte van
de dipool-dipool-, hfs- en exchangewisselwerking volgens de analyse van de
soortelijke warm te van het spinsysteem door B e n z ie en C ooke. De over
eenstemming is goed.
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b) H ± ^> Hi (Hi is het middelbare dipool-dipoolveld). In het Cs-zout
wordt, naast de normale absorptielijn bij het Larmorveld, een satelliet-lijn
bij het halve Larmorveld gevonden. Voor de breedte van de normale lijn
wordt kwalitatieve overeenstemming gevonden met de in het Cs- en het
NH4-zout op verschillende wijze te verwachten invloed van het wel of niet
(“truncation”) meetellen van het niet-seculaire gedeelte van de dipooldipoolwisselwerkingshamiltoniaan.
c) H//^> Hi. In het Cs-zout worden bij de hoogste frequenties twee
resonantielijnen gevonden bij het Larmorveld en het halve Larmorveld.
In het NÜ4-zout zijn de overeenkomstige lijnen zwakker, breder en niet van
elkaar gescheiden. De intensiteiten stemmen goed overeen met de verwach
tingen volgens C aspers, rekening houdend met de onder a) genoemde
sterkte van de verschillende wisselwerkingen. Ook de gegevens over x'bet
(=%!“ )> die echter niet zo nauwkeurig zijn, stemmen overeen met de
theorie van C aspers. De door V erstelle gemeten Kronig-Bouwkampabsorptie wordt mede in de analyse van de intensiteiten betrokken. De
breedte van de twee resonantielijnen komt, wat de orde van grootte betreft,
overeen met de voor eenvoudige modellen berekende waarden van H ung
Cheng.
In hoofdstuk II worden de meetresultaten x'lx o en x'lxo gegeven van
Gd2(S04)3.8H20,
CrK(S04)2.12H20,
Mn(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20,
FeNH4(S04)2.12H20, MnCl2.4H20, CuS04.5H20 en CuCl2.2H20. De dis
cussies worden voor elk zout afzonderlijk gegeven. Ze dragen een meer
incidenteel karakter dan die in het eerste hoofdstuk. In de eerste drie zouten
wordt in grote velden H L een satelliet-absorptielijn bij de frequentie nul
gevonden, waarvan de breedte, in tegenstelling tot de overeenkomstige lijn
in velden Hu (Kronig-Bouwkamp-absorptie), slechts weinig van de sterkte
van het statische veld blijkt af te hangen. In grote velden H// wordt bij de
laagste frequenties in Mn(NH4)2(S04)2.6H20 en Gd2(S04)3.8H20 KronigBouwkamp-absorptie gevonden. In MnCl2.4H20, en beter nog in CUSO4.
5H20 en CuCl2.2H20, voldoet de absorptie in loodrechte velden en veld nul
bij benadering aan de Kronig-Van Vleck-Weisskopf-Fröhlich-formules voor
respectievelijk een Lorentz- en een Debije-lijnvorm. In paragraaf 7 is in ver
band hiermee speciale aandacht geschonken aan het verschijnsel “ex
change narrowing”. Een bevredigende theorie over het gedrag in velden Hu
ontbreekt nog voor deze zouten.
De blijkbaar slechts beperkte geldigheid van S h ap o sh n ik o v ’s formule
voor de spin-spinabsorptie van paramagnetische zouten in parallelle velden
wordt besproken in de slotparagraaf 10 van hoofdstuk II.
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S T E L L IN G E N
I
De door A nderson en W eiss opgegeven waarden van de exchangevelden He in een aantal mangaan- en ijzerzouten zijn een factor 2 te laag als
gevolg van een onjuist citeren van Van V leck’s uitdrukking voor het 4de
moment; de vergelijking tussen de berekende en de gemeten waarden van de
resonantielijnbreedten dient nu te worden herzien.
P. W. A n d erso n en P. R. W eiss, Rev. mod. Phys. 25
(1953) 269.
J. H. V an V leck, Phys. Rev. 74 (1948) 1168; Suppl.
Nuovo Cimento 6 (1957) 993.
Hoofdstuk II, § 7 van dit proefschrift.

II
Het is niet gerechtvaardigd S h a p o sh n ik o v ’s formule voor de spinspinabsorptie in parallelle velden, x"(H//)lxo = p'v{ 1 - F)2, te gebruiken
voor een bepaling van de grootheid b'C van een paramagnetisch zout.
Hoofdstuk II, § 10 van dit proefschrift.

III
Voor het verder onderzoek van de spin-spinrelaxatie in CuS04.5H20 is
het in de eerste plaats nodig de spin-roosterrelaxatie in dit zout nader te
onderzoeken.
Hoofdstuk II, § 8 van dit proefschrift.

IV
De door P iek ar gebruikte methode ter bepaling van de nul-veldabsorptie in paramagnetische zouten leidt tot systematische fouten indien het
exchangeveld in de stof van de orde van grootte is van, of groter is dan, het
maximale uitwendige magneetveld.
A. D. P ic k a r, proefschrift, University of Maryland,
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